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Wiggleton altered, as if from the touch
‘Yes, ma’am, your Josie.’
over and scale the monster away. I given, had the oars as the boat on the cheeks, and the trembling of
of
au enchautered wand, to Mr. Frank
Mrs.
Denver’s
.heart
thrilled
with
M
had just found an old bit of iron and moved away. The captain called the pouted lip.
J. P ra ctisin g P hysician,
D re ssm a k e r,
Ellington.
pride
and
gratification.
“ I love him, aunt.”
got back to the rail when there was a after the mate to be sure and board
P a. Will take work at home
Mrs. Denver uttered a hysterical
“I ’m sure, sir, Josie will be very
“Love I What nonsense I There isn’t
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly OOLLEGEVILLE,
the bulk, and if he found her in good
splash
and
a
yell.
The
cook
was
in
or
can
be
engaged
by
the
week.
opposite Masonic Hall.
scream.
much
flattered.”
any
such
feeling,
except
in
story
papers
the water through some careless move condition to cut the raffle loose and
“Frank Ellington !”
jy/J-ATTIE
POEEY,
of his. I had my eyes on the shark, report. The wreck had been moving and sensational novels. I t ’s all simple . “Would you kindly speak to her,
Y. WEBER, M.
“At your service, my dear aunt I”
ma’am,
and
as
it
were,
break
the
ice
respect
and
esteem.”
and his movements were like lightning. away from us pretty steadily for ten
D re ssm a k er,
P ra ctisin g P hysician,
“Are you Mr. Wiggleton ?”
for
me
?
You
see
I
’m
rather
advanced'
But
Josie
knew
better
;
she
only
bit
minutes,
and
as
the
yawl
left
us
I
TRAPPE, PA. Will take work at home or can With one flirt 6f his tail he slowed
¡¿I was five minutes ago.”
in
years,
and
I
’m
not
used
to
this
sort
her
lip,
and
thought
of
Frank
Elling-,
EVANSBURG, PA. Office Hours • — Until 9
be engaged by the week.
could
hardly
make
her
out.
The
mate
himself around, his great jaws opened,
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
“But you—you are not married to
of
thing.”
ton
8
last
impressioned
words.
What
Iwas
to
show
a
light
when
he
boarded
and I looked right down him as he
my
Josie ?”
“Certainl
3
r,.sir—oh;
certainly/’
cried
RS.
8.
L.
PUGH,
did
Aunt
Denver.know
of
love
?
her,
and
for
the
next
half
hour
we
j g A. KRI SEN, V.
M TRAPPE, Pa., Attends to laying out the took the cook in clear to the middle were straining our eyes to catch it. ! “He’s a poor lawyer,” went on Annt Mrs. Denver, smoothing her apron. “So the clergyman says, ma’am.”
and bit him in two so slick and clean
H o m e o p ath ic P hy sician , dead, shroud-making, &c. \
“You are a—a deceiving wretch !”
that the upper part of the body rolled Then we figured that he had missed Denver, “with not practice enough to “I shall be honored.”
cried
the aunt, sinking upon a chair.
She
wCnt
down
stairs
as
fast
as
if
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours ¡— Until
away from the shark’s nose and re the hulk and was pulling back to us, ktarve on, and I can’t let you enter on
9 a, m.; 6 to 8 p. m.
Josie,
how dared you ?”
there
were
no
such
things
as
neuralgia
L. GEORGE,
mained on the surface directly before and although we had out our regular a life of care and drudgery, with your
“
You
asked me to marry Mr. Wig
pains,
or
stiff
old
bones,
in
all
the
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
me. After half a minute it began lights, which could have been seen for pretty face and boarding-school educa
B. HORNIYG, M.
gleton,
aunt,
and I married him.”
world,
to
where
Josie
sat
reading
in
s .
slowly to sink, but was not yet out of two or three miles, we sent up several tion. I ’m astonished at Frank Elling
P ra ctisin g P hysician,
But
I
never
dreamed of the base
the
little
parlor.
ght when I saw the shark seize it. skyrockets and burned a flare as fur ton’s presumption, and still more aston
EVANSBURG, PA.
Telephone in office.
trick
that
was
being
pla37ed upon me.”
“
What
do
3
’ou
think,
Josie
?”
she
As he grabbed it be rushed away and ther guides. But the hours wore on ished at you for allowing it. So now
RAZORS PUT IN FIRST - CLAS8 ORDER.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
Oh,
well,
you
see
I couldn’t help
cried,
exultingly.
“Here’s
good
luck
and
brought
no
tidings,
and
when
day
get
3
’our
embroidery,
and
think
no
Opp- Grlstock & Vandersiloe’s.
e saw him no more.
that,”
said
Josie,
demurely.
for
us
!
Mr.
Wiggleton
has
fallen
in
light
came
we
swept
the
sea
in
vain
more
about
this
child’s
play.”
The tragedy upset us in more ways
B. B. F. PliACE,
Stop a moment,” said the bride
D
JO S E P H STONE,
than
one. Here we were, left without for sight of either hulk or boat.
Josie took up her embroidery, ac love with you.”
D entist,
groom,
with a commanding air that
“
With
me,
aunty
?”
A
breeze
came
with
the
sun,
and
we
cook at the beginning of the voyage,,
cording to orders, but as for the rest
C
a
rp
e
t
W
e
a
v
e
r,
even
Mrs.
Denver could not resist;
“Yes,
and
he’s
willing
to
marry
you,
811 DeKALB St ., NORRISTOWN, Pa.
and there was something in his taking began a search which lasted all day of Aunt Denver’s commands, she in
Branch Office— Oo lleg ev ille —Tuesday, every OOLLEGEVILLE HOTEL. Rag carpet woven
“let
me
explain
matters. I am no
if
you
will
be
a
good
girl.
Now,
isn’t
There were only two ternally resolved to take her own way
week. Gas administered.
in any style desired. Satisfaction guaranteed. off which aroused the superstition of without result.
longer
the
penniless
suitor to whom
that
good
news
i”
Good rag carpet for sale at reasonable prices.
the hands forward. I think the cap working hands, and as a measure of about it. She had confided to Frank
you
objected,
madam.
The day pre
But
to
Mrs.
Deuver’s
amazement
Q h e sp e st Dentist in Norristown.
tain felt it as much as we did, but of safety we had to get the big sails reef Ellington her trials on the subject of
vious
to
my
engaging
3
’our
rooms I re
Josie
burst
into
a
passion
of
tears,
YV. SCHEI BEN,
course he concealed it as much as ed against what might come. The Aunt Denver’s systematic opposition,
|
N. S. Borneman, D. D. S.,
ceived
a
bequest
from
an
uncle, ren
and
flung
her
book
upon
the
floor.
F.
possible. All that day we lay roast breeze was light, and as we were under and Frank had bidden her “cheer up
[209 Sw ed e S t r e e t , (first house
dering
me
independent
for
life.
I had
“I
won’t
marr
3
*
him.
An
old
bundle
shortened
sail
we
did
not
cover
any
ing and motionless, and as the sun
and never mind the old Turk.” But
below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, P a.
no
doubt
but
that
you
would
immedi
of
flannel
and
rheumatism.
No,
I
great
distance
during
the
day,
not
went down and a light breeze sprang
it was so easy to talk.
(Formerly of Boyertown.)
ately withdraw your objections to my
“Hush !” cried Mrs. Denver, sudden won’t.”
ip, every man uttered a heartfelt over thirty miles. This satisfied us,
The only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide
marriage with your niece, but I pre
“Josie
!”
►(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the
however,
that
a
calamity
had
occurred.
Thank Heaven!” We crowed too
ly starting up and dropping her in
! painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from
ferred,
remembering the obstacles you
“I
wonder
you
dare
ask
me
such
a
The
wreck
could
not
have
been
over
$5 to $10. English and German spoken.
evitable stocking-darning. “Wasn’t
soon, however. The breeze did not
had
always
interposed in our path, to
push us five miles before it tired Out, half a mile from us when the yawl that a ring at the door-bell ? As true thing, aunty, and poor Frank, too !
OOLLEGEVILLE,
woo
and
win
her in m3' own way. I
Never
I
I
’ll
go
out
to
service
first.”
; -p iP W A K P E . LONG,
and we were left as before the sky full palled away. It would not take over as I live and breathe it was, and I
PENNA.
think
we
are
quits
now, Mrs. Denver ;
“Child
!”
■
cried
the
dismayed
aunt,
of stars and the sea like a mirror. I ten minutes to pull to her. What wouldn’t a bit wonder if it was a
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
“you are raving. There—-wipe your shall we be friends henceforward ?”
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, &c. was in the mate’s watch and came on could have happened to the boat ? If lodger for our best front room.”
j and N otary P u b lic . Settlement of Estates a
He laughingly extended his hand.
Ladies’ Bang Cutting a Specialty. The
A lodger it was ; a brisk old gentle eyes, quick, and smooth your hair ;
duty at midnight. Indeed we were all not able to board, she should have dis
[ Specialty. Also general Real Estate Business.
best ¡establishment in town.
Mrs.
Denver took it, and pressed it,
he’s
coming
down
stairs.”
1 O f f ic e :—415 Swede Street opp., Court House.
Parlor Opposite Post Office. on duty for that matter, as there was played a light, as ordered,and then re man, with a shining brown wig, and
! R esid en ce and E v en in g O f f ic e :—North eor.,
half
pleased,
half vexed.
Apparent^’,
in
Mr.
Wiggleton’s
idea
nothing whatever to do and we were turn to report the state of the wreck. blue spectacles, and a-yellow silk hand
[ Marshall & Stanbridge Sts., NORRISTOWN, Pa.
“Quits, then, Frank. And you will
of
things,
the
process
of
“breaking
The
last
ever
seen
of
the
three
men
kerchief tied in multitudinous folds
sleeping on deck. I was aroused, how
keep the suite of rooms ?”
ever, to take the ontlook, and I took was when they pulled away from us. round his throat, August weather the ice” was not a protracted one for
ly^UGUSTlJS W. BOHBERGER,
“I shall duly comply with all that
his
step
was
now
heard
deliberately
Not
a
word
has
been
heard
from
them
though it was, while in his two hands
my seat on the heel of the bowsprit as
A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
Mr.
Wiggleton promised.”
a matter of form. As we were not to this day, nor will it ever ,be known he held respectively a colossal silk um stamping down the stairs.
In
the
year
1868
I
signed
papers
So,
instead of one lodger Mrs. Den
FLand Title and Trust Co., Building, Nos. 608 and
“Hey 1 hello ! Miss Josie crying !
brella and an apoplectic hand-bag.
with Capt. Delano of the big Jose moving no other sailing craft could how they perished.
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
ver
had
two. And Josie and her aunt
Night-brought a calm again, and I
“I see you have rooms to let, ma’am,” My, what’s the matter ?” cried Mr.
move, and the few steamers crossing
I Room 23. Take the Elevator. Practices also in phine, for a voyage from Sydney to
were
both
suited.—New York Weekly.
so fagged out with the heavy work of said the old gentleman, nodding to Wiggleton.
Montgomery county. Norristown Address,
Auckland craft, and was loaded with a on our line could see our lights and
556 Stanbridge St.
the day that I went to sleep almost be ward the papered notice to that effect
“I won’t ? There’s no use asking
general cargo, and had made many avoid us. Something happened, how
A P o se r fo r Pop.
fore
I
had
finished
the
cold
bite
I
got
me
1” sobbed Josie.
which
adorned
the
left
hand
side
of
ever,
before
I
had
been
on
duty
an
voyages across the New Zealand Sea.
jyjAYNE R. LONGSTRETH,
from the pantry. We understood from the door.
‘She don’t mean it, sir,” apologized
The crew consisted of captain, mate, hour. The Josephine was rising and
“Pop, did you ever fall down stairs ?”
the captain that he should cruise about
Mrs,
Denver. “She’ll sulk quite dif
“Yes,
sir
;
a
sitting-room
and
a
bed
falling
on
the
glassy
swell,
and
swing
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
cook, and four men before the mast,
asks the small boy.
for
a
day
or
two
more
in
hopes
of
fall
ferently presently.”
room.”
ing her head to every point of the com
Land Title and Trust Company Building, 608 and everyone but the cook was white
“I suppose so,” answered Pop.
ing
in
with
the
boat,
bnt
it
was
easy
“Will you leave us alone- together,
“Can
I
look
at
them
?”
pass
by
turns,
and
I
was
scanning
the
and 610 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.
and spoke English. I was then 18
“Did 37ou ever fall up stairs ?”
Room 23.
“Oh, certainly, sir. Josie ! here, ma’am ?” requested the ancient suitor.
years old and just out of my appren sea and the Heavens in the most per to see that he was badly upset and in
“Of course not.”
‘No—don’t, aunty. Please don’t,”
ticeship. I should have had a second functory way, when an object sudden the afternoon I smelled liquor upon Josie ! Come and show the rooms.”
“I did.”
I gO B S O N A HENDRICKS,
Josie obeyed unwillingly enough, cried Josie.
mate’s berth, but the Josephine car ly came in view. It was a black spot him very strong. When he told us to
“Nonsense !”
‘Certainly, sir, by all means.” And
A tto r n e y Ì-a t-L aw .
ried no such officer. The captain against the darkness, and after rising go into the pantry and forage for some while the old gentleman trotted after
“I fell the whole length of the stairs
Mrs. Denver whisked out of the room.
stood his own watch, and there were to my feet and watching it for a few thing to eat, his voice was thick and her like an overgrown spaniel.
NORRISTOWN a n d OOLLEGEVILLE.
and
landed on the second floor.”
She went down stairs, and sat by
I hope your rooms face the south,”
All legal business attended to promptly. Also occasions when the mate had to go minutes I made out, as I thought, the his legs weak. My mate was to stand
“Nonsense
1”
■ agents for first-class Stock Fire Insurance ComCapt. Delano dismasted hull of a small vessel. It watch the regular time and then said the old gentleman. “I couldn’t the window trying to knit, but secretly
I panles. Mr. Hendricks will be at his College aloft with the men.
“I
was
up
stairs
when I fell, and so
S' ville Residence every Tuesday all day.
was a good sailor and a good-hearted was coming down toward us, and when awaken me. Some time in the night I think of any other aspect, on account worrying in her mind about the willful I fell up stairs, didn’t I ? I started
lassie' upstairs. Surely she would
man, and there was nothing in the sure of this I hailed the mate. He was aroused by something and sat up of my rheumatism.”
and
looked
about
me.
The
calm
con
never be so craz3T as to refuse Mr. from the third floor.”
J M. ZIMMERMAN,
came
forward
with
the
glass,
and
after
“Due
south,
sir,”
said
Mrs.
Denver.
grub or the discipline to find fault
tinued,
and
everything
was
quiet
and
iggleton. Yet girls were so unac
A bedroom and a sitting-room.”
with. We left Sydney one morning a look he said :
T h e B iggest Egg.
Ju stic e of th e P e a c e ,
so I lay down and slept again.
“Yes, yes,” commented the lodger- countable sometimes. She wished now
“Well,
that
beats
my
time.
It
is
the
with
a
fair
wind
for
the
1,500
mile
OOLLEGEVILLE, P a. Legal Papers, Bonds
It was daylight when I awoke again, elect, “and very nice rooms they seem that she had insisted upon it, threaten
“We now come,” said J. C. Stephens,
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
voyage, and had anyone predicted the hull of a dismasted schooner, and
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate
and
after
a
wash
I
got
some
biscuit
at
his auction rooms in King street,
ing
to
turn
her
out
of
doors,
else'—
to be. I hope you don’t keep a cat,
queer adventures and the tragedies stands up high and dry. There’s a lot
business generally attended to. The
and
meat
from
the
pantry
and
looked
Covent
Garden, “to the egg of the
been
imperative.
“But,
oh,
dear
I”
clerking of sales a specialty.
ma’am—I ’ve an antipathy to cats.”
which were to befall us he would have of raffle around her bows, and I bearound
for
my
mate.
Not
finding
him
Aepyornis
maxim us, the biggest bird
sighed
Mrs.
Denver,
“wisdom
always
“No, sir.”
live a whale is tangled up in it and
been looked upon as a lunatic.
JO H N 8. RIJNSICKER,
after
a
hunt
of
ten
minutes,
I
knocked
living
or
extinct.
It has been extinct
comes
too
late.”
“No public school in the neighbor
For the first three daj's out we had towing the wreck.”
at
the
open
cabin
door.
Receiving
no
for
some
time,
and
only two of its
Presently
the
door
opened.
hood,
with
bawling
children
?
Nor
en
He sent me to call the captain, and
Ju stic e o f th e P e a c e ,
fair winds and a smooth sea-, and the
response,
I
finally
ventured
in,
and
bones
have
been
found.
According to
“Mrs.
Denver
!”
called
out
the
voice
gine-house
?”
,RAHN STATION, P a. Conveyancer and Gen brig made fine progress.
At mid in a few minutes all hands had caught five minutes later I realized that I was
the
catalogue
the
bird
was
more than
of
Mr.
Wiggleton—a
jocund,
compla
eral Business Agent. Clerking of Sales
“No,
sir.”
the
excitement.
The
wreck
stopped
night on their third night the wind
attended to. Charges reasonable.
entirely alone aboard the Josephine.
cent voice, like anything in the world ten feet high and was flightless.”
“What’s
your
price
?’’
for
a
while
on
our
starboard
bow,
and
shifted, blew up a squall which lasted
"Neither captain nor sailor could be
“I should think so,” said a prospec
“Twelve dollars a week, sir, includ but the accents of a discarded lover.
ANTHONY RICHARDSON,
half an hour, and then died away as not over a quarter of a mile away. found, nor was there the slightest clew
Mrs. Denver hastened up stairs with tive egg buyer.
ing
gas
and
fire.”
Then
it
crossed
our
bows
and
came
flat as you please. We were left roll
to tell me how or why they had dis
“It would seem to me,” said Mr.
R eal E sta te , In su ra n c e
I ’ll take the rooms, and here’s a throbbing heart, and eager, question
ing on the waves for an hour or two down on our port side to the quarter,
appeared.
I
did
not
give
up
until
I
ing
countenance.
Josie
sat
smiting
Stephens,
“that the bird that laid this
AND GENERAL BUSINESS AGENT.
but when daylight came the surface where it lay so close that every man had searched every possible place month’s pay in advance,” said the old
egg
must
have been something like
and
blushing
on
the
sofa
with
one
or
; 508 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
gentleman, promptly, “My trunks
could see what it was. It was then,
Farms bought and sold, or exchanged for city of the sea was without a ripple, while
where
they
could
have
hidden
away,
two
tear-drops
sparkling
on
her
eye
thirty-five
feet
high—about as high as
}properties.
ldecly.
there was not the slightest breath of at the suggestion of the captain, that and then I sat down and let supersti shall be sent to-night, Is this your
lashes,
while
Mr.
Wiggleton,
with
a
house.
You
will see by the cata
air moving above. The sun came up we raised our voices in a shout to see tion and terror take such hold of me daughter, ma’am ?”
logue
that
it
measures
34^ inches in
brown
wig
somewhat
disheveled,
bent
J. TRUCKSESS,
“My niece, sir.”
like a hall of fire, and the greenest if anybody was aboard the strange for half a day that I liked to have
— TEACHER OFA.
chivalrously over her.
its
longest
circumference
and twentythe
approving
“A
nice
girl
!”
was
craft.
We
were
answered
almost
im
hand aboard knew we were in for a
V ocal & In stru m e n ta l M usic, calm. It was terribly hot by midfore mediately by the barking of a dog, gone crazy. It was only by calling up answer. “Lots of beaus, I ’ll go bail.” “Is it all right?” asked Mrs. Denver, eight inches in girth. This egg is
all my will power that I could prevent
several inches larger than the egg we
Mrs. Denver pursed up her lips faintly, laying her hand on her heart.
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Organs tuned noon, and our humane captain ordered and the captain said :
and repaired.
14aply.
myself from leaping over the rail.
“Its all right, ma’am—she has prom sold last year. It is, of course, a great
primly.
“There
are
men
there,
and
they
may
all hands to knock off and make them
After several hours, however, this
rarity, and not more than thirty of
“No; sir ; my niece is too sensible ised to be mine.”
selves as comfortable as possible. By be starving and suffering. We’ll lower
d w a r d d a y id ,
feeling
wore off, and I could view the for any such folly.”
“And when ?”
these eggs are known.
P a in te r an d
a
boat
and
pull
out
to
her.”
noon the brig was like an oven. The
situation with common sense. I was
“This, I think, is the finest egg of
“Next
week.”
Josie
only
pouted
and
blushed.
“Heavens
!
sir,
but
you
wouldn’t
P a p e r-H a n g e r,
decks were so hot that even the cook
alone,
but
was
a
flat
calm,
and
I
turned
the
lot. I t should be remembered
“Oh,
not
so
soon
!”
pleaded
Josie.
The new lodger was duly installed
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. ^ "S am ples of paper with his tough feet dared not walk think of it ?” whispered the mate.
into
the
cabin
and
slept
for
six
hours
always on hand.
“Dearest
1
”
cried
Mr.
Wiggleton,
that
there Are sixty known eggs of the
in the sitting-room, and bed-room, and
them unshod. Down in the forecastle “She’s being towed by who knows
before
I
opened
my
.eyes.
Then
it
was
laughingly,
“true
love
brooks
no
de
great
auk, and they sell for a couple
Mrs. Denver rejoiced in spirit.
it was stifling, but it was worse on the what. See ! There she moves again !
AYID BROS.,
to find that evening bad come, and
of
hundred
guineas each. I don’t
lay.
Next
week
it
must
be.”
And
just
listen
to
that
howling
!”
“I
t’s
so
much
beeter
than
if
he
were
Plumbers,
D
deck, we had to stand it.
that
the
brig
had
been
boarded
by
a
“Don’t
be
foolish,
my
dear,”
said
mean
to
say
that
this egg should bring
a
silly,
sentimental
young
spark,
put
It was true that the hulk was mov
It was about noon when the coot
G as a n d S te a m F itters,
boat
from
one
of
the
mail
steamers
as
much
as
a
great
auk’s egg, but we
Mrs.
Denver
to
her
niece.
“The
ting
all
sorts
of
nonsense
in
that
She moved across our stern at
O ffic e s :—1224 North 10th St., & 2816 German- who had gone to the side to throw ing.
plying
between
the
big
island
and
New
sold
one
not
so
good
as this last year
sooner
the
better.”
. town Avenue, Philadelphia. Country work
feather
head
of
Josie’s,”
she
thought.
over some slops, called out to come slow speed and ranged up on the other Zealand. My explanations astonished
a specialty. Estimates furnished.
So
Josie,
overborne
by
the
majority,
for
seventy
guineas.”
The
weeks
crept
on,
and
the
old
gen
and see the largest shark which hu quarter, and the dog ceased his bark and astounded the men, and after I
The egg was passing from hand to
man eyes ever beheld. I crawled up ing and sent forth such mournful howls had been taken off to the steamer and tleman read his newspaper, and puffed was forced to 3'ield.
B. WISHER,
hand
in a wooden box while the auc
“My
dear,”
said
her
aunt,
approv
away
at
his
meerschaum,,
and
went
from the fo’castle, always curious to that every man was upset.
given all the details to the captain, be toddling off daily to “business,”"and ing^’, “I never gave you credit for half tioneer was speaking. It looked too
P ra ctica l S la te r,
“What
do
you
make
out
under
her
see one of the monsters close at hand
OOLLEGEVILLE, P a. Always on hand roofing but expecting the cook had greatly ex bows ?” asked the captain of the mate, took the brig in tow and continued paid his bills with a regularity which the good sense you have shown to large for an egg, though in other re
slate, slate flagging and roofing felt. All
his course toward Sidney. There the
spects it seems natural enough. I t
orders promptly attended to. Also on
aggerated, and when I looked over the as he handed him the glass after a long story was told and retold, but with filled Mrs. Denver’s heart with delight day.”
hand a lot of greystone flagging.
was not difficult to understand how a
•‘Didn’t
you,
aunty
?”
“There’s a lodger for you 1” she said
look.
rail I was astonished. There lay
little
satisfaction
to
anyone.
A
craft
“But
I
’m
delighted
with
you
;
and
bird that had laid such an egg had be
exultantly. “I just wish he’d keep the
“ Why, sir, there’s the bowsprit, the
shovel nosed shark of such dimensions
J P. BOONS,
was
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search
of
the
lost
yawl
you
shall
have
the
nicest
wardrobe
come extinct. The strain must have ,
rooms
forever
!”
I dared not credit my own eyesight, foretopmast, and a big tangle of ropes,” and the hulk, but neither could be
been equal to the horse-power of an
money
can
buy.”
It
was
a
bright
October
evening
P ra ctica l S la te r.
He lay parallel and not ten feet away was the reply. It looks to me as if all found. The general idea at Sidney
The
wedding-day
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and
Josie,
Atlantic liner, and the cackle that fol
when
Mr.
Wiggleton
sent
>
for
Mrs
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of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental Slates.
lowed
the arrival of the egg must have
looking
very
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in
a
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white
Denver
to
come
up
to
his
room.
around under her bows, and I ’m cer
and all hands had roused up to loot
Send for estimates and prices.
got drunk that night and somehow got
silk, shadowed by thp snowy cloud of made the welkin ring until its head
“Dear
me
1
”
thought'the
fluttered
tain
that
a
whale
is
tangled
up
therein.
the fellow we got his exact length by
I can see flecks of foam as he churns overboard, but no one could even guess housekeeper ; “whatever can the mat a tulle veil, was duly married to Mr. ached.
e n r y w is m e r ,
a tape line along the deck.
the calamity which befell the yawl.
The egg is of a brownish grey color
Trappe, Pa.,
ter be ? I t ’s too bad. I believe he’s Wiggleton in a new brown wig and a
He was thirty-two and one-half feet away, and you can hear a ripple New York San.
and sounds like porcelain when it is
suit of the choicest broadcloth.
going
to
find
fault
with
your
guitar
along
our
side
from
the
sea
he
kicks
long, with jaws capable of cutting a
Mrs. Denver, who had remained be drummed on with the knuckles. The
practice, Josie.”
bullock in two at one snap. The only up.”
Visits Trappe, Oollegeville and vicinity every
hind
to superintend the preparation of bird that was accustomed to lay this
“I can’t help it,” said Josie, pite
The dog barked and howled by
morning. No pains spared to give patrons sign of life he gave was a slight move
the
wedding
breakfast, was at the door sort of egg lived, it is said, in Mada
ously ; “I must get on with my guitar
satisfaction.
26ma.
ment of the eye now and then. He turns, but we got no other answer to
to
welcome
her
new nephew-in-law and gascar, and buried its eggs in the sand.
lessons.’
lay with his great dorsal fin baking in our repeated shouts.
his
bride.
She
led the way upstairs to It is only possible to find the egg by
R. H. P. KEELY,
Mrs.
Denver
obeyed
the
unwonted
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“Men,” said the captain, as the
the hot sun, and so near that we could
D
digging in the sand, and more eggs
the
parlor.
summons.
Mr.
Wiggleton,
who
was
see every little detail. All agreed that wreck began moving slowly away, “it’s
may yet be found, as a good deal of
“A—hem—m
1
”
coughed
Mr.
Wig
sitting
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a
big
chair,
cleaning
his
Now,
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I
do
wish
you
would
he was the largest shark any one had our plain duty to board that hulk. I
the
seashore of Madagascar has not
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“Now
that
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are
8
afel
3
'
mar
meerschaum
with
a
bit
of
chamois
listen
to
reason.”
ever seen, although all of us had sailed could never forgive myself if I left
ried,
my
dear
Josie,
I
do
not
see
the
been
dug up yet.
laid
down
his
work,
and
solemnly
ad'
Mrs.
Denver,
a
plump,
spectacled
in the warm seas, and some of the men any one to die of starvation. I won’t
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The egg was finally sold for sixtynecessity for keeping up these absurd
justed
his
blue
spectacles.
matron
of
some
-five-and-forty
autumns
order
any
one
to
go,
but
I
’ll
call
for
had turned away when the cook climb
(Graduate of the University of Pennsylvania.)
seven guineas.—Pall Mall Gazette.
“Mrs. Denyer,” he said, “I ’m think appearances any longer.”
looked with a glance of admonishing
ed up the rail and said he would stop volunteers.”
He calmly removed his wig, dis
All Diseases o f Horses and o f Other a little for a game with the big fellow.
Not a sailor responded fora minute. reproof at her niece, who sat on a low ing of being married.”
“ Well, Tommy,” said the visitor,
“And leaving me, sir ?” ejaculated playing profuse brown curls, and took
Domesticated Animals Carefully
He meant by that that he would have I waited to give the men a chance, and divan, with drooping brown curls, vel
“how
do 3’ou like 3'our baby brother ?”
the
bluespectacles
from
a
pair
of
bril
a talk with him. I have met numbers as they hesitated 1 volunteered. Two vety dark eyes, humid with tears, and the housekeeper, with failing heart.
Treated.
“Oh, lots and lots—only I don’t think
liant
hazel
eyes.
A
pair
of
iron-grey
“It
won’t
be
necessary,
ma’am,
to
of ship’s cooks who claimed to have others then came forward, and their a cherry lip pouting ominously.
side whiskers were coolly drawn from he’s ver3' bright!” “Why not ?” “We’ve
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su rg ek y _ “ made up” with sharks, and were not action shamed the mate into saying :
Josie Denver was very pretty, with leave you.”
“Oh, indeed, s i r ! Then jrou will his face, and the luxuriant folds of the had him nearly two weeks now, and he
“Very well, sir. I ’ll take Jones and the fresh, sparkling beauty of eighteen,
afraid of being hurt by them. The
white neckcloth suddenly revealed a hasn’t said a word to anybody.”
D c DETWILER,
and Josie Denver was in love, and, as bring your wife here ?”
cook sat just opposite the shark’s Harris and pull off and investigate.”
The biggest fool is the fool who
“My bride will be here already very handsome throat. While instan
Why he left me out I do not know, all the world knows, the current of
middle, and he had just begun a sort
V e terin ary S u rg eo n ,
thinks
everybody is a fool except him
taneously
recovering
from
a
chronic
ma’am.
I
t’s
Miss
Josie,”
true
love
never
does
run
smooth
;
of chant, when I passed forward, in but I was quietly ignored, and the two
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WASHINGTON LETTER.
From our Regular Correspondent.

DANGEROUS KISSING.

School Outfits

Ftoin the New York Telegram.

Over twenty adults contracted diph
theria from kissing the bride who had
a sore throat at a wedding in James
town recently. If this most dreaded
of maladies can be so transferred to
grown-up people, much more should
there be the caution used in kissing or
fondling far more susceptible babies
and in fact all children under the age
of 5.

If your eyes are strong and per
fectly clear and normal,

Aug. 25, 1893.
Is what the children ask and look for ; bring
The third week of Congress has been
YOU ARE MOST FORTUNATE ; BUT IF YOUR SIGHT
them to us and we will enable you to fit
IS AFFECTED IN ANY WAY, IT 18 DAN
much more interesting than were the
them up cheaply.
GEROUS TO NEGLECT IT.
Collegeville, Montg. Co., Pa. first two, in both House and Senate,
You may be nearsighted or your eyes be weak or be
PENCIL TABLETS,
The most interesting event in the
overtaxed ; whatever be the trouble, they need attention,
and that, too, at once. In most cases sp ectacles will afford
Senate was Senator Yorhees’ radical
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
relief
if properly fitted by an exp -rt Optician.
1, 2%, 5 and 10 cents each.
EVERY VARIETY OF LENS may be found in our
silver speech, which differed widely
Ù P T ÌC R U
stock of Glasses, so that your sight can be perfectly fitted,
no matter what may be your peculiarity of vision.
T h u rsd a y , Aug. 31, 1893. from what was expected. Not with
PEN TABLETS,
We have, SPECTACLES and EYE GLASSES from
standing the Senators strong argument
IT COST TOO MUCH.
25c. to $10.00.
4, 5,10 and 20 cents each.
From
the
Troy
Times.
for
the
immediate
repeal
of
the
pur
A t this writing (Wednesday) the
All of them have very large qantlty of paper In
^ J . D . S a l l a d e , Graduate Optician,
The daily attendance at the World’s
Republican State Convention is at chasing clause of the Sherman silver
them for the price.
Fair has been steadily growing during
law,
it
is
not
probable
that
President
163, Main S t , NORRISTOWN, PA.
M r. O. M. L a u e r
work at Harris burg. It is a foregone
August and yesterday it reached 240,Cleveland
was
pleased
with
the
speech,
conclusion that Judge Fell will be
000 paid admissions. At this rate the
Scholars’ Companions,
“ Nerves Shattered
nominated to succeed to Ex Chief Although he gave Mr. Cleveland and financial condition of the Fair has ’Qentrally broken down; at times I would fall
with a touch of the vertigo; was not able
5,10,15 cents each. Locks on them, too.
Justice Paxson. The retirement from Secretary Carlisle a liberal supply of rapidly improved and the indebtedness over
to go any distance from the house. I was a
will
no
doubt
soon
be
paid
off.
But
“taffy,”
the
speech
as
a
whole
was
not
m
iserable
man.
The
day
I
commenced
on
the contest for State Treasurer of
bottle No. 2 of Hood’S Sarsaparilla, I began
notwithstanding the increased receipts
Noiseless Slates,
Speaker Thompson will give Ex-Sena in accord with the administration the stockholders and other contribu to feel better and I now feel like a new man.
tor Jackson the nomination without Mr. Yorhees favors the repeal of the tors are not likely to realize a large
Lead Pencils, COMPLETS T E A , DINNER AND D ESER T S E R V IC E S .
opposition. A few months ago Mr. purchasing clause of the Sherman law return on their investment. The cost
C A K E , D E R R Y , FRU IT AND CELEK Y D ISH E S.
I am working again, and do not have any of
Thompson was thought to be a sure merely to clear the deck for future of the big Fair was too great.
Pens, Rulers,
my bad spells. I have a perfect cure.”
Chas. M. L a u e k , 650 W. Market St., York, Fa.
winner, but for considerations of politi legislation which shall give silver its
INTELLIGENCE OF THE HORSE.
rights
as
a
money
metal,
while
Mr,
'H ood’S Pills are the best
---- after-dinner
___
Mucilage, Ink, A SUPERB ASSORTMENT COMPRISING ALL
cal policy the leaders changed the pro
Fills,
assist
digestion,
cure
headache.
25c.
Cleveland is believed to favor it for
Recently a New Jersey farmer,
THE LATEST IDEAS OF THE SEASON.
gram and it will be Jackson instead of very different reason ; Mr. Vorhees while passing along the street in New
Pencil
Erasers,
Thompson.
opposes the present pension policy of York, heard the well-known “neigh”
"X T LT \ \ T Q H T Y T T P Q p a r t i c u l a r l y c o n s p ic u o u s
the administration, which is under of his good old horse, which had been
-LN JLLi VV Ü l
JL X j J j J l O
for Elegance and Distinctiveness.
A
5c.
Book
Bag
T h i s country is infested, particularly stood to be Mr. Cleveland’s personal stolen from his barn last winter, six
Not exactly beautiful, but very strong and
in some sections of the ‘‘wild and idea ; he advocates the populist idea months having elapsed. The farmer
serviceable.
wooly west,” by a variety of cranks— of a graduated income tax, and the turned, and there, sure enough, was
substitute of state banks for the the affectionate old animal, hitched to
W
e
have
new
and
all
wool
representing many shades of mental National banks, two matters upon a butcher’s wagon. The horse had
aberration—who are wont to preach which Mr. Cleveland has been non recognized his master, and gave him
g o o d s
revolution and bloodshed as the means committal up to the present time. It the accustomed signal. The farmer d r e s s
Under the Whole-Piece Price.
to obtain whatever they may happen is a question whether the speech of recovered his property and the thief In great variety of styles at 50 cents—some of
was
arrested.
Mr.
Vorhees
made
any
votes
for
un
which are considered very cheap in Philadelphia
to conceive to be their rights. They
and Reading: at 62)^c. Our storm serges in a
conditional repeal of the purchasing
applaud majority rule when it repre clause of the Sherman law, but there
new stylish weave at 50c., you would think were
Diarrhoea Mizture, for Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, &c.
W HY NOT DISARM.
about 75c. They are nonshrinkable and made
sents their opinions ; when it don’t are rumors that several Southern Sena From the New York Commercial Advertiser.
T o o th P o w d e r , Preserves the Enamel and Keeps the Gums in a Healthy Condition, 10 Cents
by an honest Scotchmen.
Per Box.
they want to kill the majority and tors, heretofore supposed to be against
Why should not the disarmament of NEW DRESS GOODS at 12U, 25, 37^c. up to
Florida Water, For the Toilet, 25 Cents a Bottle.
wade in blood. Their thirst for gore unconditional repeal, will follow his Europe take place at once ? What is $1.00,
$1.25, $1.50 and $1.62.
Toilet Lotion, Cures Chapped Hands, Face and all Irritations of the Skin, 15 Cents Per Bottle.
is usually not of the burning kind, example—made strong silver speeches gained by maintaining vast armies and
and then announced their intention to flunking every time there is a chance
We have an elegant line of new fine Black
Corn Cure, 10c. Per Bottle.
Mixed and Plain Canary Seed.
however ; it may be compared to the vote for repeal.
Goods in many choice weaves. We show
to use them ? If diplomacy is to take Dress
AN ASSORTMENT OF FLAVORING EXTRACTS.
the
finest
dress
goods
in
Pottstown,
and
prices
degree of courage exhibited by the
The increased interest in the House the place of dynamite and other de are right.
G R A T E R ’ S FORD, PA.
character who is always ready to whip began with the announcement of the structive agencies let the general order
OUR
CLOAK
DEPARTMENT
is
well
filled
the other fellow at a safe distance.
committees, which owing to good news go forth that swords may be beaten with Coats for all ages from the baby to the
SEWING MACHINE OIL, TEN CENTS PER BOTTLE.
paper “guessers” contained few sur into plowshares in time for fall plow grandmother, and the prices are from $2.45 to
J O S E P H 'W- C U L B E R T .
T h e question is being asked why prises, and has been kept up through ing. This late fiasco between France $12.50 Hundreds of the best wearing and fin
est fitting Coats worn in Pottstown and vicinity
there is a decrease in the school ap the week by the spirited speeches for and Italy goes far to show that the are the product of our work rooms.
and against repeal, the running five
propriation for some districts, since minute speeches in the debate of yes chances of a fight over the water are
OUR NEW SHIRT WAISTS, pleated, with
absolutely nil. We begin to fear that Belt
and Cuffs at 50c. and a fancy style at 49c.
the Legislature largely increased the terday and to-day being the most in if the price of wheat ever advances in are
marvels of cheapness.
sum of the public school appropriation. teresting of all because of the large this country a war in Europe will not
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Well, says the reader, no Prohibition for
Fine Percale Waists 69c., look like $1.00
I,
w vm
The State appropriation is distributed number of members present and tak be the cause of it.
J lY \ / r l I I ) I I j v j l l \ me—But, says the Storekeeper read and get
goods. We have a fine assortment of all sizes.
points. I am not discussing prohibition from a political standpoint. I will
on the basis of the number of resi ing part therein. The House will
begin voting on Monday and unless
New Fast Black Stockings.
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C
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take
the business side and will prohibit any wholesale firm to overload or over
W
ELL
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LI8T.
dent taxables according to the last there is some unexpected hitch the
charge. I will prohibit myself from making my goods too high ; I will pro
New Silk Gloves.
triennial assessment.
Philadelphia matter will be disposed of on that From the New York Times.
—AT—
hibit the printer from quoting you prices, but I WILL NOT PROHIBIT my
Hill’s action in joining with Peffer New Kid Gloves.
this year will get $120,866.60 less than date. Conservative men on both sides
numerous friends to call at my store
last year. In 1889 there were 311,951 consider that the outcome is still in in urging the Senate to declare war on
taxables in the city, and the school doubt, with the chances slightly favor the banks was the outcome of his in New Dress Trimmings.
New Laces and Embroideries.
appropriation was $ 1,077,790.70. In ing repeal. The administration played born propensity for malignant deviltry.
We have taken special care In selecting our
1892 the assessment showed 296,078 a strong card against the “increased We ventured not long since to describe
Spriug Stock, and believe we have the finest se
lection of stock ever offered in this place or any And get prices and examine goods, and compare price with quality—something
taxables, and this year the city gets ratio” men when Secretary Carlisle as public enemies some of the men at
other in Montgomery County. Young House which the average buyer will not do—consider quality with price. A F ew Spe c ia l t ie s A e e : An
but $956,926.10. South Bethlehem sent to Senator Vorhees for the infor Washington and elsewhere who have
keepers will be interested and greatly benefitted IMMENSE STOCK of shoes ; my own make Pantaloons—Overalls ; they will please you. We
by calling and obtaining prices.
shows the largest increase of taxables, mation of the Senate Finance com in various unworthy wa3'8 striven to
make pantaloons a special feature of our business. Will be pleased to show you our stock.
Yours Respectfully
put
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the
day
of
relief
to
the
suffer
and more than doubles its appropria mittee an estimate of what the cost
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ing commerce and industries of the
tion.
would be of changing the ratio of country. So good a Republican as
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G. G O T W A L S ,
■POTTSTOWN, p a .
coinage—more than $112,000,000.
STAIR CARPETS and RUGS of all kinds.
John Field, of Philadelphia, denounces
O n Monday the House of Repre
“Every bondholder his own banker,”
as “traitors to their country.”
QpiP Specialties for Spring
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i i i E
s r a - i
Senator Hill’s action puts him within c o i M
25c. Shades with Linen Fringe, 50c. to $1.00.
which are Remarkably
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probable that the repeal measure will
HURT IN AN ACCIDENT ON LONG ISLAND.
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be defeated by the Senators. The ment’s possession. The idea is an old
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L o n g I s l a n d C i t y , Aug. 37.—An ac
one, having been originated by a greenBoth Table and Floor. B3F”Picture Frames
vote in the House for honest money backer, in the heyday of that party, cident that cost the lives of fourteen
made to order.
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ations, Republicans as well as Demo business—loaning money upon U. S. Island railroad train that left Man
for 25c. Extra fine Toweling,
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Now.
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and justly suffered, permanent defeat. of the Sherman law was listened to frightful collision that ensued the two
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Prepared for.
The silver men were allowed a fair
rear cars of the five that made up the
Don’t fail to drop in and see what beautiful
field, but the argument as well as the with great interest.
Manhattan Beach train were demol things
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facts were against them. May the.
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Now we have another lot and can 25 and 50c., and latest in LINEN COLLARS.
seilles Satine. Chameleon Glace. Just unpacked
Senate do as well as the House has
resolution calling upon the Secretary turned. Hardly one of the score of the over 2000 yds. Calico Remnants at 4 cts. a yd.
Com
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done !
again give our friends the chance to
of the Treasury for information as to passengers aboard these three cars es Remnants in Dress and Apron Ginghams; also in
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the conduct of national banks in re caped unhurt. The Manhattan Beach Shirting,
obtain this beautiful work without any
W e have at hand a contribution fusing to pay promptly the checks pre train had been standing in the block to Felt and Straw Hats. Prices and quality that
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cause is altogether a political one,
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that the people voted for a change in by Yorhees, McPherson, White and away train plunged in and ploughed 15dec.
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in the history of the country that its awful. The scene of the wreck was in
reduced to 5c«
Cutter and Vegeta
last November. “That [November] advocates have not always pleaded describably horrible. The dead and
It should he in your home.
of Seeds, and guaranteed to give
Pongees that were 20 and 18c. reduced to 12%.
ble Cutter!
Serges that ■were 15c. reduced to 10c.
decision and that alone, has plunged that the matter complained of was not wounded were massed among the
satisfaction.
We
will
Black La'ce that was 45c. reduced to 30c.
wreckage upon and beyond the tracks.
ALL IN ONE ! _ jg |
the nation into an almost unprece in the interest of the public welfare.” Everything
was showered with the
This is a cheap, dnrable and practical Cutter,
GIVE IT TO YOU
E x tr a C hoice G roceries
dented condition of distress.” Now ob The matter was temporarily disposed blood of the dead and wounded and warranted to prepare green bone lor poultry CLOTHING—Young Men’s and Youths ; also
all
sizes
pants.
Must
be
closed
out.
We
will
of
by
sending
the
resolution
to
the
food.
We have the finest Syrups in the Market.
IF
YOU
BUY
serve the recent utterances of Mr. foot of the calendar, but it will be the cries of the latter rose high above
not carry them over. We have marked them
New Orleans Molasses Large California Prunes,
Poultry raisers who have used the machine In
at
ju
st
half
their
former
price.
These
are
the
hissing
of
steam
and
the
calls
of
Dolan, President of the Manufacturers’ heard frem again.
2 lbs. for 25e. Apricots and Peaches. Full
grinding green bone unstintingly praise its
$35 WORTH OF GOODS
EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS.
Cream Cheese. Extra fat Mackerel. 4 lbs.
and claim that the results from from
Club, as follows :
The Senate by a vote of 34 to 31 de the frantic trainmen. As fast as the merits,
best head rice for 25c.
feeding green bone to their fowls is surprisingly FURNITURE—We have still some fifty odd Bed
FROM
US
IN
5
MONTHS.
wounded
were
taken
out
they
were
“I believe that the depression is al cided against seating Lee Mantle, who carried to the relief train and cared profitable.
Have received a car load of Cement, and will
Room Suits in Oak, which are now reduced
most wholly due to the silver policy. was appointed Senator by the Gover for.
This cutter will soon pay for itself. Green
Inquire of any of our sales quote low price in lots.
and are great bargains. This being done to
Bone often more than doubles or even trebles the
make room for the new fall goods which will
If the alarm was due to the victory of nor of Montana, but a motion for a
people as to the details ; hut
egg production. For circulars and other par
begin to arrive next month.
W . P. FE N T O N ,
the Democrats, why was it not mani reconsideration is now pending. The
ticulars, call on or address
be sure to ask to see the book,
50
It is said a female codfish will lay
fested last November f The people decision will practically settle the fate
21feb
COLLEGEVILLE. PA.
Our immense stock of all grad-S of CARPETS
HOWARD WAGNER,
'file oiler holds good on all
knew then as well as they know now of the applicants from Washington 45,000,000 eggs during a single season. Spring Valley Creamery,
are treated the same way.
T r a p f e , P a.
our
regular
stock
and
also
on
co
Piscatorial authorities say that were
that it was within the power of the and Wyoming.
the whole line of bargain
-LOTJX’SREMNANTS—Our remnant counter is laden
it not for the work of the natural
new administration to repeal the tariff
offerings as announced during
with bargains. Prints from 3c. to 5c. per
g e n t s w a n t e d f0 r the <>*ty
enemies
of
fish
they
would
fill
all
the
laws, yet no uneasiness was felt. In
yard, worth 8c. I t will pay you to ex
Authorized
OF COURSE IT PA YS.
your five months.
available space in the seas, rivers, and
amine this counter. ,..
fact, in the woolen business everything From Trade.
oceans.
went along swimmingly until the last
Keeping a boarding bouse evidently
SEASONABLE GOODS—Best Wire Window
of July. Orders came in good and pays in Philadelphia if it does not any
>6®=* T his S tore closes during: A u g u st
Screens 25c. each. Best Quart Fruit Jars 60c.
TO T H E PU B L IC :
By GAIL HAMILTON, his literary executor,
every evening a t 6 o’clock, ex cep t S aturstrong for fall goods. The situation where else. Of the 18,827 female de
per dozen. Sticky Fly Paper 3c. per double
OO days.
sheet. Also a full line of Houseiurnisbing
with the co-operation of his family, and for Mr.
39thYear
was like this : Manufacturers had the positors in the savings banks of that
TtomasMarPsIrce.H.ij'S.D. Blaine’s Complete Works, “ TWENTY YEARS Goods in every detail.
An Increase in business, brought about by serv
benefit of the McKinley act, which city 8,426 are described as boarding
Principal and Founder.
ing the public with good goods at satisfac
OF
CONGRESS,”
and
his
later
book,
“
POLITI
kept out foreign competitors, while house keepers.
Record Building,
tory prices, has encouraged me to lay in
CAL DISCUSSIONS.” One prospectus for m*m Your Trade Kindly Solicited,
they were able to buy raw material at
917-919 Chestnut St.)
these 8 BRS F SELLING books in the market.
lower prices than during the previous
Philadelphia.
A. K. P. Jordan, of Me., took 109 orders from
N o r r is t o w n , P a .,
THERE IS A BUYING MOVEMENT.
first 98 calls ; agent’s profit, $175^50. Mrs. Bal
year. Conditions were thus favorable,
Our aim is to please all and save you money.
An all-around equipment for
lard
of
O
,
took
15
orders,
IS
Seal
Russia,
in
1
business
life.
and with the good demand everything From the Boston Transcript.
LEADING DEALER IN DRY
That ever came to Rahn Station. I am going to
-S '
One thousand three hundred
day ; profit $26.25. E. N. Rice of Mass., took
Crayons still given for every $10 worth of
sell this stock at bottom figures!
and sixty-five (136^ students
was prosperous until the silver craze
27
orders
in
2
days
;
profit
$47.25.
J.
Partridge
One sentence in a paragraph pub
last year
GOODS, BOOKS, CARPETS,
of
Me.,
took
43
orders
from
86
calls;
profit
upset the country. It appears to me lished yesterday from the Iron Trade
The
stock
includes Ladies’, Misses’ and ChildOver seven hundred (700) suc
goods purchased.
$75.25. E. A. Palmer of N. Dak., took 53 or
dren’s Fine Shoes at all prices. Our $1.80 and
cessfully assisted to positions
TRIMMINGS AND COATS.
that it is entirely wrong for the Re Review respecting the iron trade is
ders in 3 days; profit $98.25. EXCLUSIVE
$2.00 Ladies’ butt. dong. Shoes can’t be b e* t;
publicans to keep harping away upon worthy of being reproduced. I t is as
DayandEvening •
TERRITORY gi-Tiem If you wish to make
as also our $1.50 Shoe. In tipped, plain, opera
C^o-i-------LARGE MONEY» write immediately for terms
the same old campaign tactics. The follows : “The exhaustion of stocks
and square toe, our Misses and Children’s Shoes
to
T
^E
HENRY
RILL
PUB.
CO.,
Norwich,
2
1
3
an
d
2
1
5
D
eK
a
lb
S
t.
are extra nice and good, and you will be sur
University
Extension
L
e
e
Democrats have fully three years in on all hands indicates that the country
Conn.
ljun.
tures on subjects related to the
prised at the prices, quality considered ; have
which to right matters, and if the Re is ripe fora buying movement in every
business branches d e l i v e r e d
them in russet or black.
throughout
the
academic
year
publicans insist that the present de description of iron and steel.” Such
R O Y ER R FO R D , P A .
If you cannot suit yourself here, you can’t be
without extra charge.
pression is due to fear regarding the remarks outweigh a library of bound
suited at all ; our prices defy competition.
Entrance examinations held
John M L atsh aw ,
daily during the year
tariff, when business becomes brighter volumes of Congressional remarks.
Our Ladies’ Oxford Ties are dandies—in donEnrolment blanks 00 appli
vr
<§> cation.
gola and patent leather, from $1 u p ; Misses, 80c.
the Democrats will claim all the credit,
_ Fall and Winter term begins
Our Men and Boys’ line is full, consisting of
and assert that better times are due to
S
Monday, September 4, 1893. *
A W AY TO NATIONAL SAFETY.
the finest Laco Congress, and Bluchers ; the
.all or send for Annual and
whatever changes in the tariff laws
Still under the Graduating Exercises, contain
Qf
Business
and
Shorthand,
same shoes can’t be bought elsewhere for the
original
ing the charming rddress of
they may have enacted. This country From the Erie Herald.
same money.
management.
Bob. CBAUSCITX DIPEW, U \
Norristown,
Pa,,
Albertson
Trnst
Bnildii
is just as rich as it was six months
Mr. Sibley in his speech spoke very
Last, but not least, is our stock of Freed
ago. The harvests are bountiful, the highly of the Democracy of Thomas
Shoes, in larger stock than can be found else
AND MANAYUNK, PA.
where. 15 different kinds of them—$1, up.
needs of consumers are just as great, Jefferson. But Jefferson in 1805 put
O p s n fo r E nrollm en t D u r in g E n t ir e S um 
We have bad nearly all our goods made to
and as soon as Congress enacts the a peremptory stop to the free coinage
mer Mo n th s .
order ; we don’t handle inferior stock.
proper laws I look for a complete of silver dollars and none were coined
New Prospectus and Journal ready Aug- 1st.
FOR T H E H IG H E S T G R A D E
REPAIRING at short notice at most reason
Day Session for Fall Term Opens August 28th.
restoration of confidence which will for thirty-one years. The order was
able terms.
Night
Session
Sept
4th.
G UARANTEED
cause the tide of prosperity again to given because gold was leaving the
French, Acme, and other dressings of ail
Our phenomenal success is due to our su
sweep over the land.”
kinds, laces, buttons, &c. Try us.
perior instruction, and to our record of securing
country, although the silver dollar was
profitable
employment
for
a
greater
percentage
The President of the Manufacturers’ then only about three cents lower in
T R A P P E , PA .
Albert W. Loux, - - Ironbridge, Pa.
of our pupils than any other college in the State.
A. J . SCHISSLER, Président.
Club and the representative of the value than the gold standard. I f sus
Have had fifteen years’ experience- in the busi
pension of silver coinage was neces
same Club, as can be easily discerned, sary
—AT THE RIGHT PRICE—
IKON.
ness. Harness aud Horse Goods in stock, and
then, how much more necessary
S CRAP
every
description of harness mode- to order.
Cash prices paid for Scrap Cast Iron, de
are chasing devils of a different char is it now, with the intrinsic value of
livered
at
the
foundry : Machine cast, 50 cents
—GO
TO
TO FARM ERS!MALT DUST
ST" All kinds of repairing promptly attended to.
per 100 ; stove aud plow cast, 25 cents per 100 ;
h h m h m m h BREWERS’ GRAIKS
acter, altogether. Our contributor the silver dollar forty-five cents less
W et and Dried, pronounced to be the
wrought scrap, 35 cents per 100.
should go with President Dolan into than gold. Grover Cleveland simply
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
OK W . Y O S T ,
B ES T CATTLE and
UNHAY PAPERS.
P«
proposes,
if
Congress
will
permit
him,
some shady nook and persuade him
At
Gross’
Hotel,
___
feU
I1
M
U
J
The different Philadelphia papers delivered
W
ta__H
O
R
S
E
F
O
O
D
Collegeville.
Pa.
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
to follow in the footsteps of Thomas
TSee report fo New Jersey Agricultural Experiment)»
to
those
wishing
to
purchase
in
Gollegeville
and
that his calculations are all upside Jefferson, the illustrious founder of Teams furnished at all hours at reasonable Trappe, every Sunday morning.
Station. For sale by
OR SALE!
rates.
J . A. A J M A C A U LA Y
down 1
A first-class Parlor Organ, cheap. A
ET YOUR Posters Printed at the
HENRY YOST, Jfqjra Agent.
tb e D em o crat p a rty ,
X M V w t h B r e a d A 81. t * T h o m p s o n M l ,
W

PUBLISHED EVERT THURSDAY.

a s h in g t o n ,

SILVERWARE

Hood’s5*^Cures

L E O P O L D ’ S.

Fleeced Shirting Remnants!

Gr. LANZ’S, No. 211 DeKalb Street, Norristown, Pa.

COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE.

Bleached Muslin, 6c. a Yard.

KULP & WAGNER

When You Want Pure and Fresh Drugs Give Us a Call.

GRAND DISPLAY

n^READ TO THE END !

Collepille Furniture W arm «!

At P rovidence S quare, P a.,

L e o p o l d ’s,

Brussels, In p n aal Ran Carpets

BRENDLINGER’S

New Spring* Hoods

SHEPP’S

Dress & Apron Ginghams!

of the World Spring Styles of Gents1Neck Wear,

SHOES AND RUBBERS!

J

A

Rahn Station Shoe Store!

Biography of Jas. 5. Blaine

I. H. Brendlinger,

*

The Largest Stock of Shoes

E. L. Markiley,
-:SCHISSLER COLLEGES:-

Collegeville

Livery !

Harness M anufacturer,

B IC Y C L E S,

S

A,

R. HUNSICfiER,

P r o p r ie t o r .

CeUegevIMe, Fa,

P H IL A D E L P H IA , P A .

G

Independent OlUce.

F
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AMONG THE LITTLE FOLKS.

Last Friday afternoon a number of
Master Wilbur Halteman’s friends
TERMS:— $1.25 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE. tendered him a surprise party in honor
of his eleventh birthday, at his home
on School street. A pleasant after
T h u rsd a y , Aug. 31, 1893.
noon was spent in games and other
amusements.
'iiiE latest dispatches from the South
FELL 134 FEET.
tell a terrible story. More than 500
Patrick
McIntosh,
aged 23 years,
lives were lost and property to the ex
while at work fell from the roof of the
tent of $25,000,000 destroyed along the Pennsylvania train shed, Philadel
South Atlantic coast Sunday night by phia, to the tracks, a distance of 134
feet. His neck was broken and his
the terrific wind and rain storm. Sa arms and legs were splintered and
vannah, Georgia, is reported to be al shattered. He died in a few moments.
most entirely devastated, while other
RESUMED WORK.
towns are the sad scenes of death, and
The Woodstock Mills, formerly oper
wreck and ruin.
ated by J. Mortofi Brown & Co., Nor
ristown, resumed operations Monday
morning under the trusteeship of John
J. McCloskey, of Philadelphia, and
management of J. Morton Brown.
The hands accepted the twenty per
_The difference is tremendous 1
cent, reduction in their wages.

Home Flashes aM Sparks From Abroad.

_The man in hot quest of gain
CHOSEN STATE PRESIDENT.
_Cares but little who is under while
At
the
annual meeting of the State
I he is on top ;
Camp, P. O. S. of A., at Chester, last
—But when he happens to meet his week, F. G. Hobson, Esq., of this
I match and a little thereunto added,
place, and a member of Iron bridge
Camp, No. 267, was elected President
—He squirms loudly !
of the State Camp, for the ensuing
_Then the difference to him is year, by a handsome majority. We
congratulate our neighbor upon his
I tremendous ! success in achieving an honorable
_The public schools of this district position.
■ opened Monday and the little folks
PHILADELPHIA MARKETS.
■ are again busy with their books, tab■ lets and pencils.
Winter bran, $16.50 @ $17 ; flour,
_L. M. Lownes is the only hat $2.85 to $4.10; rye flour, $3.00; wheat,
■ manufacturer in Norristown. He 65^ to 70c. ; corn, 4 8 |; oats, 38^ ;
■ makes good goods and aims to please butter, 24 to 27c. ; live fowls, 13 @
13^c. ; dressed fowls, 12| @ 13^c. ;
■ his patrons. See adver.
timothy hay, $1.20 and $1.30 ; straw,
_The large Swiss barn belonging to 70 @ 65c. ; beef cattle, 3£ to 5c. ;
■ the Boon Bros., at Custer Station, S. sheep, 3^ to 4-^ ; bambs, 3 to 5£ ; west
I C. R. R., was destroyed by fire Tues- ern hogs, 8 @ 8^c.
■ day of last week ; loss $3,000, partly
■covered by insurance.
NAMED FOR SECRETARY.
_ Abraham Pool, residing near
A. D. Fetterolf, of this place, who
■ Schwenksville, is ninety-seven years has of late been gaining prominence
■ old—the oldest man in the county.
in Republican State politics, is men
_The Directors of the Poor will tioned as a candidate for the position
I hold their regular meeting at the alms- of Secretary of the State Committee,
to succeed Frank Willing Leach.
I house to-day.
Our neighbor says he will not make a
—Sheriff Simpson sold on Monday contest for the place but will accept
■ in Worcester, Milton H. Detwiler’s the same if it is tendered him.
■ farm stock. The sale aggregated
LOST A HORSE.
I $544.21.
Last Friday a valuable black horse
—James Knoll, blacksmith, Crooked
■ Hill, Pottstown, had his right arm belonging to Mr. Wilson Underkoffler,
■ badly broken and dislocated Wednes- a machinist at the Roberts Machine
■ day by being kicked by a horse be Works, was allowed, by accident, to
eat a considerable quantity of wheat.
ll longing to William Peltz.
The eflects of the excessive feed
| —The annual picnic of Garwood caused the animal’s death Sunday
■Sunday School will be held in the evening. The horse was much prized
■ Almshouse grove next Saturday, Sep- by the owner, being very gentle and a
Htember 2. . The politicians of the fine driver. Insurance will cover about
■ county will be entitled all the room half the loss.
[they w ant; the young man with his
[best girl, ditto.
POLITICS.
E. F. Kane Esq., Chairman, has is
—Charles Genari, of Yerkes is having his residence enlarged and im- sued a notice of the delegate elections
■ proved. Messrs. Hoyer and Wanner throughout the county on Saturday
evening, September 9, to elect dele
T are doing the carpenter work.
gates to the County Convention at the
—Charles Yocum, of Douglassville, Court House on Tuesday, September
m has a turkey hen that has won distinc- 12, when thirteen delegates will be
I tion by laying 96 eggs this season. chosen to represent Montgomery at
I This is enough to make the average the State convention at Harrisburg on
I turkey hen flush.
September 19. The County Nomina
ting
Convention will be held Tuesday,
—In a recent altercation between
■ James Lewis and Jacob Stewart, September 26.
■ colored, Mont Clare, the former was
WON’T VISIT THE FAIR TOGETHER.
■ seriously injured. Stewart is now in
George W. Oberholtzer, brother of
■ jail.
Dr. Oberholtzer, of Phoenixville was
—September Court will convene at drowned last Sunday a week at River
I Norristown next Monday.
side near Sioux City, Iowa. The de
—This (Thursday) evening J. G, spatch announcing his death said the
| Fetterolf, of Yerkes, is announced to body bad not been found, and that
, give a free lecture on Good Politics fact decided his wife, who came East
and Good Government in Kline’s hall, on a visit three weeks ago, to leave at
once for her home. It had been ar
I Limerick Square.
ranged between them when she came
—After most excruciating suffering, East, that on her return next month,
■ Thomas G. O’Brien, of Bethlehem, Mr. Oberholtzer was to meet her at
I aged 19 years, an inveterate cigarette Chicago, and then visit the fair to
I smoker, died. For ten years he had gether. Deceased was about 44 years
■ smoked two packages of cigarettes old.
■ daily.

I

>

—While taking a nap Tuesday after& noon Mrs. Martha DeKalb of Potts
town was robbed of $700 in cash,
■stocks and bonds which she had concealed in her bed chamber. Her grand
son, Calvin DeKalb, is alleged to be
■ th e thief.
—It has been ascertained that of
■ seventy-nine inmates of the Montjf gomery county prison last year, but
Bone was a total abstainer from intoxi■ Cants. A large majority attributed
■ their crimes, or misfortunes, to strong
■ drink.
Y . W . C. T. U.

$480 STOLEN.

Mrs. Anna Stone, of Norristown,
boarding house keeper, two weeks ago
became alarmed at the apparent inse
curity of banks, and drew her deposit
from the care of the bank where she
had made her deposits. She placed
$480 in her sleeping apartment, under
the impression that that would be a
safer place than the vaults of the bank.
But she was mistaken. One of her
boarders was Peter Boselli, an Italian.
A few days ago he entered Mrs. Stone’s
room, seized the $480 and, in company
with his brother, left for his native
land.
TERRIFIC WIND AND RAIN STORMS.

The Y. W. C. T. U., of Yerkes, will
The wind and rain storms Wednes
■ hold a regular meeting at the residence
■ of Mr. D. S. Raudenbush on Monday day night and Thursday morning of
■ evening, September 4. All are wel- last week and Monday night and Tues
■ come.
day of this week, were unusually
severe. The first storm blew down
considerable growing corn in many a
D e a th s .
field and the gale, from another direc
Mrs. Rebecca Fry, widow of A bra tion, Monday night and Tuesday broke
‘ham Fry, died of dysentery at her off many of the stalks below the ears,
.residence, in Evansburg, Friday, aged
damaging the corn crop in this
*73 years. The funeral was held Tues thus
section
materially. The tin roof
d a y afternoon at 1.30. Services in the of Isaacvery
Longstreth’s
Trappe,
¡M. E, Church, Evansburg, and inter- was partly torn off by thebarn,
wind,
Mon
| ment in the Episcopal cemetery at St. day night. In almost every orchard
I James’.
the ground is well covered with un
ripe
apples, pears, &c., and the work
—
---■
Mrs. Ellen B. Zollers, wife of Francis of cider
making is hastened along
Zollers, died at her residence, near early as a consequence.
Trappe, Friday morning, aged 56
The storm of last week was ex
years. Mrs. Zollers had been an in
valid and in a delicate condition for tremely violent along the Atlantic
fifteen years, but her death was has coast, the shipping interests suffered
tened by an acute stomach ailment. and more than twenty persons were
Deceased leaves a husband and two drowned.
daughters, Marne and Laura Zollers.
RELIGIOUS.
The funeral was held yesterday (Wed
nesday). Interment in Lutheran ceme
M. E. church, Evansburg. Sabbath
tery, Trappe.
school at 9.30 a. m., every Sabbath.
Preaching, 10.45 a. m., and every Sab
■ Mrs. Fannie Tyson, widow of John bath evening at 7.30.
■ B. Tyson, died at her home, near the
Episcopal service at St. James’
■Dunkard Meeting House, Skippack,
■early Sunday morning, aged 79 years, Evansburg every Sunday at 10:30 a, m.,
■ death being caused by dysenter}’. De- Sunday School, 2 p. m. Also a ser
■ ceased leaves three sons and three vice at Royersford at 7 p. m. Rev.
■daughters—Isaac H. Tyson, of Skip- A. J. Barrow, Rector.
f packville, Jacob H., and Abel H. T}'Divine service during the summer
I son, a t home ; and Mrs. Henry M. at Union church, near Shannonville
Alderfer and Mrs. A. K. Hunsicker of every Sunday morning at 10.30. In
this place, and Mrs. Jacob H. Landis, the afternoon throughout the year at
of Skippack. The funeral will be held St. Paul’s Memorial church, near
to-day (Thursday) at 10 a. m. Inter Oaks, at 3.30 o’clock. Strangers always
ment at the upper Mennonite ceme welcome. Benj. J. Douglass, Rector.
tery, Skippack.
Rev. J. K. Plitt, of Philadelphia,
will
divine services in Augus
Eliza Raymond, aged 71 years, died tus conduct
Lutheran church, Trappe, next
Friday at her borne at Jeffersonville.
Sunday morning at 10 a. m.
Preaching at St. Luke’s Sunday at
William Remaly, aged 55 years, a
former resident of Washington Square 10 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E., twilight ser
died in Norristown, Monday morning vice at 6.45 p. m. No later service.
Mid-week services will commence at
The wonderful cures of thousands of people— St. Luke's on Wednesdaj’ evening,
they tell the story of the merit of Hood's Sarsa. Sept. 6, Mr. Walter Longacre, leader ;
parilla. Hood’s Cures.
service to commence at U30 p, m.

UNIFORMED KNIGHTS.

From O ak s.

The Golden Eagles made an attrac
tive demonstration at Pottstown, Sat
urday. Hundred of uniformed Sir
Knights were in the parade and
many business houses and private resi
dences were decorated in honor of the
event. Ironbridge and Shannonville
Castles were both represented, the
former by 35 men and the latter, com
manded by H. T. Hunsicker, by 22
men.

We have passed through a heated
term and as the dog days ended Sun
day last, we hope for weather not
quite so stifling. Already the east
winds blow a welcome breeze.
The employees of the Enamel Brick
Works have been notified of a ten per
cent, reduction.
School will begin this week or just
as soon as the rooms are ready for oc
cupancy. The building has been reno
vated and looks as neat and pretty as
a new pin.
It is all bosh about Peter Rapp, of
Lower Providence, not having an}'
faith in banks and trusts, &c., though
something over five hundred dollars
are missing. There are so many re
ports ; if it were possible to get at the
facts I would write them up. The
money belonged to his wife and was
placed in what was considered a safe
place temporarily. A milk pan with
several pounds of butter in it was
found hanging on the gate. A horse
was loose in the stable, while a saddle
and bridle were found in the horse’s
stall.
The boulevard is generally crowded
with promenaders on a pleasant Sun
day evening.
When the fly time is over, when the
skeeter is done, when the auty-uiire is
too tired over the last picnic pie to
run, when the frost has nipped the
jimson and the cows in the barn are
stall’d, then with good reason we can
say that the season’s fail’d.
“After the bawl was over,” and the
paregoric was gone, the stars had
faded, and it was not until the break
of dawn that we got a Wink of sleep.
Some babies are born with a faculty
of creating a disturbance when we are
right sleepy.
“After the ball was over” Miss
Dinah Luff, on alighting from her car
riage, stepped on a round stone and
sprained heY ankle. The cake walk
will be postponed indefinitely or until
Miss Dinah am recovered.
Mrs. Wilhelmina Wightman, relict
of Joseph Wightman, of Shannonville,
was buried at Green Tree, Tuesday
last.
The farmers are busy preparing the
soil for seeding.
Elder Jacob Gotwals preached a
good sermon on the sowing of good
seed. As ye sow, so shall ye reap.
Mr. Caleb Cresson will amuse the
children of the Episcopalian Sunday
School on Friday evening with magic
lantern views.

ROAD MAKING.

Supervisor Hallman is trying his
hand at the work of permanent road
making, and the highway leading from
Yerkes to Phoenixville is engaging his
particular attention. A thick layer of
stones covered with gravel and blue
rock—the full width of the road—for
a considerable distance, marks a new
era as it were in road making in this
township. The Supervisor seems to
be doing the work well on a stretch of
road that just needed that kind of
treatment.
EXPLOSION AT ARCOLA.

Last Friday morning the apple
crusher at Mr. Plush’s Areola mills,
went into fragments. The machinery
was running at a high rate of speed at
the time and the force of the exploded
parts rent the roof overhead and
knocked off some of the weather boards
on the west side of the shed, and of
course created consternation in the
minds of those who so narrowly es
caped injury. The cider mill is being
now reconstructed at the Roberts Ma
chine Works at this place, and the
work of making cider at Areola will
be resumed in a few days.
CRUSHED TO DEATH.

Levi Kilpatrick, of Phoenixville, was
struck and accidentally killed by a
north bound coal train on the Phila
delphia and Reading Railroad at Val
ley Forge station about six o’clock
last Saturday evening. He attempted
to board the train at that point to get
a free ride, but was struck by one of
the cars and dragged a short distance.
The back of his head was crushed in
and a stone was found in the skull,
having, it is thought, lodged there
when he was dragged by the cars. The
deceased was about 19 years of age
and married.

F rom L ow er P ro v id en ce.
Mrs. Elizabeth Wynn, of Reading,
is visiting her brother and sister Mr.
Frank R. and Miss Mary A. Deeds.
Horace Place is having an addition
built to his house.
Miss Marne K. Kratz is visiting her
friend Mrs. J. K. Harley, of Conshohocken.
Chester Kratz will teach school at
Perkiomcnville. It will be his first
year.
Preparations are being made to im
prove the Eagleville hotel. A French
roof and other improvements are con
templated.
When Jonathan Winks goes courting again he will get his feet wet if he
attempts to cross the Skippack on
foot. He must get a boat or take to
the bridge.
The walking brave, with a pistol in
his hip pocket, weighs heavily on grass
hoppers.
O. Mega.
RUNAW AYS.

Tuesday evening Mr. and Mrs.Irwin
Reiner of Lower Providence were at
Fenton’s store. Their horse was tied
with a chain to one of the posts. Mrs.
Reiner had intended to remain in the
carriage but the uneasiness of the
horse induced her to alight, and it was
fortunate she did so. A few minutes
later the animal reared and plunged,
and broke off the hitching post. Just
then Mr. Reuben Haldeman came
along with his heavy team and the
carriage collided with one of the strong
hind wheels of the big wagon and the
fractious horse tore out of the shafts,
with the post still attached to the
broken blindbalter and lines, and seem
ed to be making a bee line for the
portico at the Alberta House. At that
instant Wm. Hunsicker Esq., of Phila
delphia, on horseback, came galloping
out School street and quick as a flash
there was another collision, the post
and chain dangling from the harness of
the runaway horse striking the right
front leg of Mr. Hunsicker’s steed and
inflicting an ugly gash. The rider
narrowly escaped injury. Mr. Reiner’s
horse ran down Broadway and was
captured over at Mr. Allebach’s place.
Several narrow escapes were involved
in that equine escapade.
Yesterday morning the horse driven
by Mr. Allebach, the mail carrier of
Skippack, frightened at the cars at
this place and ran up Broadway as far
as the toll gate. A short distance
above the post office one of the lines
broke and Mr. Allebach jumped from
the wagon and in doing so was pain
fully though not seriously, injured.
No damage was done to the wagon.
THE NEW BALLOTS.

Specimens of the new ballots sent
out from Harrisburg, prepared in conformity with the provisions of the
amended election law, show that the
new act is a great improvement upon
its • predecessor.
They are much
smaller, the omission of the residence
of candidates having an important in
fluence in this respect. Instead of
state and county tickets being in
separate groups as heretofore, there is
but one group to each column. This
is a decided convenience, and will pre
vent confusion in the minds of the
voters. There are four columns, one
each for the candidates of the Repub
licans, Democrats and Prohibitionists,
the fourth for the names of candidates
who do not belong to the regular party
organizations.
Where the voter
wishes to east a “straight” party vote
he simplj' makes a cross inside the
circle at the top of his party column.
Should he desire to vote a mixed
ticket he must mark the name of each
candidate for whom he votes and no
other.
$100

REW ARD.

$100.

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to enre in all Its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitu
tional dfsease, requires a constitutional treat
ment, Hall’s Catarrh <’nre is ta^en internally,
acting directly u on the blood and mucous sur
faces of the system, thereby destroying the
foundation of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and as
sisting nature in doing its work. The proprie
tors have so much faith in its curative powers,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for H«t of testi
monials. Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by J. W. Culbert, Druggist, Collegeville,
Pa,, 75 cents.

F rom Lim erick.
Miss Ida Batters, of Philadelphia, is
the guest of the Misses Johnson. Miss
Bauers is a member of the First Re
formed Church, Tenth and Walnut
streets, Rev. J. H. Sechler, pastor.
Miss Lillie H. Johnson resumed
teaching in Spring City on Monday,
for a term of nine months.
Mr. Milton Vanderslice and family
are rusticating at the residence of B.
Frank Garber.
The youngest child of Dr. S. E.
Daub, aged 3 months, died on Sunday
night of cholera infantum. Funeral
to-day (Thursday) at 1 o’clock, p. m.
Interment at Trappe Lutheran church.
The Lutheran and Reformed cele
bration in the almshouse grove on last
Saturday was largely attended. There
was plenty to eat, fine music and a
splendid opportunity afforded each one
for social intercourse. Notwithstand
ing all this, the thought suggested it
self to our own mind, would it not
have been an interesting and profitable
feature of the occasion to have had a
practical talk from the platform by a
good practical talker in the afternoon ?
We think so.
The Mennonite Camp Meeting which
was held in Egolf’s Park, near Spring
City, from August 19 to 28, was an
enthusiastic and successful one. Con
siderable eloquence was expended in
trying to save sinners from the error
of their ways. On Sunday the attend
ance reached its climax, when the
grove was crowded regardless of the
intensity of the heat.
It is said that shutting the eyes
makes the hearing acute. Perhaps
this is the reason some persons close
their eyes in church.
The Harvest Home services in St.
Luke’s Reformed church, Trappe, last
Sunday morning, were delightful and
were witnessed by a large congrega
tion. The first attractive feature that
arrested our attention was the hand
some and unique decorations at the
pulpit—representations of implements
of husbandry aud specimens of oats,
wheat, corn, &c., all which was crown
ed with those angelic forms of nature,
the lovely flowers. After the invoca
tion Rev. Mr. Bell, of Philadelphia,
read the Scripture lesson and ottered
an excellent prayer. The anthem, Inflamatus, was grandly rendered by
Miss Wirebaek, soloist, supported by
a chorus of 30 voices, Rev. E. Clark
Hibshman acting as musical director.
The sermon by the pastor, which was
an eloquent offort, was based on 2 Cor.
4 : 18. Strange coincidence. The
Hebrew feast of Tabernacles and our
Harvest festival occurring near full
moon. Note first nature’s power of
reproduction in so many, yet diversi
fied forms. Again note the inventions
of man. Wonder succeeds wonder.
All these are temporal. By the same
creative power that formed the earth,
it shall pass away. Why labor for
that which is perishable ? The im
mortal principle in man is a spark of
divinity. It is indestructable ; it can
never die. Look then at things un
seen and eternal. Heaven’s founda
tions shall never be shaken by an
earthquake shock ; all tears of sadness
and sorrow shall be wiped away and
the reflections of glory from the celes
tial throne are a substitute for the sun,
moon and stars. Ob, the blessed
home of the sanctified soul. An
eternity awaits you. The harvest is
the end of the world. The reapers are
the angels. Shall it be wheat or chaff?
That depends on how you heed the
text—“Things seen are temporal ;
things unseen are eternal.”
FARMERS INSTITUTES.

About 200 fanners’ institutes will be
held in Pennsylvania between this
time and next spring, as already 107
applications for institutes have been
filed with thp State Board of Agricul
ture. To each country the State will
give $75 and 1^ cents for each farm in
addition. Thus Lancaster will receive
$215, the largest sum, and Forrest will,
get $80, thè smallest of any county.
Philadelphia will get $85. The aver
age is about $140. The total appro
priation for this purpose is $9500,

W . C. T. U .

p U B L I C SA L E OE

The regular monthly meeting of the
FR ESH C O W S!
Collegeville Union will be held at the
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY,
home of Mrs. W. P. Fenton on Wed SEPTEMBER
4,1893, at Emery’s hotel, Fairnesday, September 6, at 3 p. m. All view
Village, 15 fine fresh cows and springers
are cordially invited to attend.
«ag7 tj$from Indiana county ; 3 stock
URSINUS COLLEGE.

The 24th academic year of Ursinus
College will begin on Monday, Septem
ber 4. Instead of the customary open
ing address, the President-elect, Rev.
Henry T. Spangler, A. M., will be
formally inducted into office on Wednes
day morning, September 6th, at 10
o’clock. The program of exercises ar
ranged for the occasion is as follows :
Prayer, Rev. F. W. Bevleman, A. M.,
Philadelphia ; address on behalf of the
Directors. Rev. J. H. Sechler. D. D.,
Philadelphia ; address on behalf of the
Faculties, Rev. Jas. I. Good, D. D.,
Dean of Theological Faculty ; address
on behalf of the Alumni, Rev. D. W.
Ebbert, A. M., Milton, Pa.; the in
stallation, by Mr. Henry W. Kratz,
President of the Board of Directors ;
President’s inaugural address ; address
on behalf of sister colleges, Prof. E.
M. Hyde, Ph. D., Lehigh University.
The music for the occasion will be
furnished by a select orchestra from
Philadelphia. The friends of the col
lege and the public are cordially in
vited to be present on the occasion.
SH ERIFF SALES.

Sheriff A. I). Simpson will sell at
public sale, at Court House, Norris
town, ou Wednesday, Sept. 20th, at 2
o’clock, p. in,, the following real estate :
Lot about 12 acres and buildings, of
Charles Smith, in Towamencin town
ship.
Property of Wesley A. Shupe at
Evansburg.
Four properties of Warner Davis in
Lower Merion.
Property of Jacob H. Scheetz at
Spring Mill, Whitemarsh township.
Property’ of Horatio G. Kinzic, in
West Conshohocken.
Property of Thomas McAdam in
Conshohocken.
Farm of 24 acres and walls of burn
ed buildings, of Martha Rambo, in
Upper Providence.
Lot of 20 acres of Oliver S. Pennypacker in Limerick township.
Two properties of Wm. J. Devine in
Gwynedd township.
Property of F. B. Geyer, in Gilbertsville.
Farm of 24 acres of George Elkston,
in Whitpain township.
Property of George M. Gourley and
Pamelia Gourley at West Point.
HASTENED HIS END.

Captain Abraham Fetters, an influ
ential citizen of Chester county, owner
of several farms, a Director of the
Phoenixville National Bank, and one
of the Directors of Ursinus College,this place, committed suicide at his
home in Upper Uwchlan, Wednesday
evening of last week, by hanging him
self with a chain in his wagon house.
Life was extinct when he was discov
ered by his wife. He had been in ill
health for some time, being a sufferer
from insomnia. The news of his death
was a shock to his friends in this
locality who are indentified with the
interests of Ursinus College. He
leaves a wife and one son.
PERSONAL.

Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Sallade, of Nor
ristown, were in town, Friday, visit
ing friends.
Mrs. W. P. Fenton and Mrs. F. G.
Hobson spent last week at Ocean
Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Fetterolf and
their son Horace visited Atlantic City
last Friday.
Mr. W. P. Young, of Pottstown, a
prominent Republican candidate for
Clerk of Courts, was in town Monday.
He says his prospects for the nomin
ation are good.
Miss Marne Holt and Nettie Farr,
of Philadelphia, visited Miss Ida Robi
son last week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith, of this
place, enjoyed a trip to Atlantic City
last week.
Messrs. Raymond Grater, of this
place, and Mayne Longstreth, Esq., of
Philadelphia, are at the World’s Fair.
Mr. M. Z. Charles, of Wilkesbarre,
was in town yesterday.
Miss Emily Evans, of Philadelphia,
is at present the guest of Wm. Gristock and family.
Prof. Havilah J. Curdy, of Lower
Providence, left Monday for Norfolk,
Virginia, where she has been elected
Professor of English Language, Lit
erature and History, at a Ladies’
Seminary.
Rev. A. J. Barrow, of Evansburg, is
visiting his friend Rev. Dr. Rylance at
Elberon, N. J. He expects to be ab
sent a week or ten days. No services
at St. James’, Sunday.
Correspondence.

X jj^ b u lls . Also 100 shoats, weighing I r a V
from 40 to 150 pounds. Don’t miss this sale.
Fat cows and bolognas taken in exchange. Sale
at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
MILTON SWARTLEY.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. John R. Weikel, clerk.

C ow s, S h o a ts, S h eep , &c.
I will arrive at H Schlichter’s hotel, Lim
erick Centre, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, with a
dggdfrcar load of fresh cows, stock bulls,
J^ jj^ sh o a ts, sheep and lambs, and w illxfartr
dispose of the same at private sale.
THOMAS JOHNSTON.
H E R I F F ’S SA L E O F

REAL ESTATE!

P H Œ N I X V I L L E , PA.

This is the best paint In the world ; every
package guaranteed. Write for sample card.

Best Timothy Seed at Market Price!

Harness^ Carriages in Great Variety.

By virtue of a writ of Levari Facias issued
Gall or Write fo r Prices.
out of the Court of Common Pleas of Montgom
ery county, to me directed, will be sold at pub
lic sale, on WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20,
1898, at 2 o'clock, p. m , in Court Room No. 2,
in the Court House in the borough of Norris
town, said county, the following described real
Estate : All that certain messuage and tract of
and situate in Upper Providence town
ship, said county, beginning at a stone
a corner of this and land now late of
Abraham R. Cox, thence bounded by
said Cox’s lands, the Ridge Road and land of
Benjamin Cox, a public road leading to Perkiomen creek, said creek, containing 24 acres and
FARMERS : If you want to buy
181 pere* es of land, more or less. A portion of
the walls of the house and barn, destroyed by
fire, remain on the premises. Seized and taken
into execution as the property of Martha Rambo,
and to be sold by
ALBERT D. SIMPSON, Sheriff.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Aug 18, 1893.
Of any kind at rock-bottom prices, give me a call.
I will treat you fair and give you perfect satis
faction I will handle this season the very lat
g H E R I F F S SA L E OF
est improved

Full Line of Hardware

Of Particular Interest

TO F A R M E R S !

FARMING IMPLEMENTS

REAL ESTA TE!
By virtue of two writs of Venditioni Exponas,
issued out of the. Court of Common Pleas of
Montgomery county, to me directed, will be sold
at public sale, on WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER
20, 1893, at 2 o’clock, p. m., in Court Boom No.
2, in the Court House, in the borough of Norris
town, said county, the following described real
estate, to wit : All that certain messuage and
tract of land, situate in the village of Evans
burg, township of Lower Providence, said
county, beginning at a córner of Wil|§J; liam Casselberry’s land in a line of D.
Morgan Casselberry’s land, thence
bounded by said D. Morgan Cassel
berry’s land and land of Isaac Casselberry, the
Germantown turnpike road and by land of Wil
liam Casselberry, containing 82 and six-tenths
perches of land, more or less. The improve
ments are a two-story frame dwelling house, 33
ft. by 25 ft. 6 in., with a back building 10 ft. by
30 ft., and also a kitchen 9 ft. by 12 ft., 4 rooms,
hall and open Btairway on first floor, 5 rooms on
second floor, garret, cellar, porch front and side,
bay window fro n t; 2 wells of water and pumps
back of house ; a frame barn, 39 ft. 6 inches by
30 ft. 6 inches, stabling for 4 horses ; wagon
bouse, 39 ft. 6 inches, by 16 ft. 6 inches ; 2 car
riage houses, room for 8 wagons ; hay loft over
head ; pump at barn, icehouse, slaughter house,
and other outbuildings, various fruit trees, ,&c.
Seized and taken in execution as the property of
Wesley A. Shupe and to be sold by
ALBERT D. SIMPSON, Sheriff.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa , Aug. 18, 1893.

Binders and Reapers, Mowers, Hay
Rakes, Lever Spring Tooth Har
rows, Syracuse Plows, Plow
shares, Phosphates, dec.
The Lever-Spring Tooth Harrow will down
any and all competition for simplicity, conveni
ence and efficiency.
I am also selling a first class Corn Cultivator.
No matter what you may need in the line of
Farming Implements, be sure to give me a
chance to serve you.

L. B , W I S M E R
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

30mr.

s t a t e n o t ic e .
Estate of Samuel Stearly, late of Upper
Providence, Montgomery county, deceased. Let
ters testamentary on the above estate having
been granted the undersigned, all persons in
debted to said estate are requested to make im
mediate payment, and those having legal claims
to present the same without delay to
MARY STEARLY,
I t?™,,,*™«,
HENRY H. STEARLY, J ijXecuu” 8>
10jy
Trappe, Pa.

E

.
Jonas D. Miller,' late of Upper
E Estate ofMontgomery
In the Court of Common Pleas of Mont Providence,
N
county, deceased.
gomery County, Pa., of October term, 1893, No; Letters of administration on the above estate
s t a t e n o t ic e

o t ic e i

3. On the 16th day of June, A. D., 1893,was pre
sented the petition of Irwin Weikel, of Upper
Providence township, said county, representing,
inter alia, That he is the owner of a certain mes
suage and tract of 59 acres and 68^ perches of
land, known as the “ Weikel Homestead,” situ
ate in Upper Providence township, said county.
That William Johnson and Sarah Johnson his
wife, former owners of a part of said land, exe
cuted a mortgage to -George Schwenk, dated
August 15,1814, and recorded in the office for
the Recording of Deeds in and for the county of
Montgomery, September 6, 1814, in Mortgage
Book No. 11, page 654, etc., to secure the sum of
one hundred and seventy dollars, payable April
1st, 1815, on all those three certain contiguous
tracts of land situate in said township of Upper
Providence, as follows : One beginning at a
stone in the turnpike road leading from Perkiomen to Reading ; thence bounded by lands
now or late of Rev. Henry Muhlenberg, dec’d,
tract No. 2 hereinafter described, Jacob Miller
and John Reed, containing 50 acres. Another
beginning at a post, thence by lands now or late
of the Rev. Henry Muhlenberg, Isaac Bring
hurst, Jacob Miller and the above described
tract, containing 5 acres and % of land. And
the other of them beginning at a black oak
stump in the line or sr.id Isaac Bringhurst’s
land ; thence by land now or late of Henry
Boyer, Henry Ashcroft, a small run of water and
the second above described tract of land, con
taining 10 acres and 89 perches of land. That
said mortgage was assigned by said George
Schwenk to Mary Bringhurst December 35,1823.
That the petitioner is the owner of the greater
part of the land covered by said mortgage.
That no interest has been paid or demanded for
more than forty years. That no satisfaction has
been entered of record on said mortgage, al
though the legal presumption of payment exists
from lapse of time and the mortgage itself is not
in the possession of your petitioner, nor does he
know where it is. Notice is hereby given to the
holder or holders of said mortgage to appear in
said Court on Monday, October 2, 1893, at 10
o’clock, a. m., to answer said petition and show
cause, if any they have, why said mortgage
should not be satisfied of record by the Recorder
of Deeds, etc., of said county. By the Court.
ALBERT D. SIMPSON, Sheriff.
Walter S. Jennings, Attorney.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., July 20, 1893.

P O L IT IC A L .
p O R R E G IS T E R O F W IL L S ,

having been granted the undersigned, all per
sons indebted to said estate are requested to
make immediate payment, and those having
legal claims, to present the same without delay
to
JOSEPH S. MILLER, Yerkes.
Or his attorneys, Hallman & Place, Norristown,
Pa.
lOau.
.
Estate of Mary Johnson, late of Upper
E
Providence, Montgomery county, deceased. Let
s t a t e n o t ic e

ters of administration on the above estate having
been granted the undersigned, all persons in
debted to'said estate are requested to make im
mediate payment, and those having legal claims,
to present the same without delay to
H. J. JOHNSON, Administrator, '
lOau.
Limerick P. O., Pa.
—
.
The members of the Union Mutual Fire
F
and Storm Insurance Company are hereby noti
ir e i f ir e i

n o t ic e

fied that a contribution was levied on July 19,
1893, on each policy, equal to premium thereon,
and that Andrew Suppléé, Treasurer of said
Company, will attend at the office of the Com
pany, Swede street, opposite the Court House,
in the Borough of Norristown, to receive said
assessment.
Thé 40 days time for payment of said tax will
date from August 8,1893.
Persons sending money by mail must accom
pany it with postage for return of a receipt.
lOau.
ANDREW SUPFLEE, Treasurer.
.
The Home Water Co. of Royersford have
A
for sale 150 bonds of the denomination of $200
n e x c e l l e n t in v e s t m e n t

each. These bonds are a very choice and de
sirable investment. They are payable in ten
years and will bear interest at the rate of 4^4
per cent, per annum (clear of taxes) payable
semi-annually. They are offered at par and
accrued interest.
These bonds are secured by a first mortgage
on the entire property of the Company in. Roy
ersford and Spring City and is the first lien—
there being no other. The property covered by
this mortgage is worth and cost $85,000. The
capital stock of the company is $60,000, all fully
paid up in cash on which dividends have been
declared for the past two years.
S. B. LATSHAW, Treasurer,
Royersford, Pa.

A lbert H elffenstein,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Rules.

C O L L E G E V IL L E

Subject to Democratic

T jiO R PR O T IIO N O T A R Y ,

-^(Carriage W orks]fr

S a m u el E. N yce,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
rules.

Subject to Republican

R. H. GRATER, P ro p rie to r.

J jiO R COUNTY COM M ISSIO NER,

H a rry S. L ow ery,
OF LOWER GWYNEDD. Subject to Republtcan rules.
p O R C L E R K O F T H E COURTS,

THE SPIDER AND THE FLIES.

Let me tell you the tale of the tail of
a spider (perhaps from its size it
should be called a Tarantula) which
wove its astounding web through the
residence of Dr. Royer last Tuesday
afternoon. After it had wound its
web around everything within reach
from front gate to back door, from
garret to cellar, it settled itself in the
centre of a beautiful web in the front
parlor, “monarch of all it surveyed.”
Its repose, however, was short ; for
in the evening a number of merry flies
came to demolish its brilliant web.
The web was formed of twenty-four
separate strands, one for each fly, so
ingeniously arranged that each could
be removed without entangling an
other. Each fly was given an end of a
strand and told to find the prize at the
other end. There was a great buzzing
as the flies. scattered, upstairs, out
doors, through windows, under the
piano, unwinding as they went from
balustrades, grandfather clocks, spin
ning wheels, chairs, tables, piano legs,
trees, porch posts, etc., etc. The first
prize was reached by Miss Laura
Robison, while thé rest of the flies
worked faster and buzzed the louder.
The age of the fly did not affect its
ability, as two flies, near three-scoreaud-ten were as busy as the rest. In
less than an hour the spider was cap
tured, the web demolished, and the
thirsty flies ready to fly to the dining
room, where refreshing viands awaited
them. After humming in . the dining
room for some time, they again flew to
the parlor. There they enjoyed music
and games until a late hour, when they
flew home, declaring they had a de
lightful evening. This unique party
was given by Miss Royer in honor of
Miss Foote, of Woodbury, N. J., and
the Misses Sneyd of Philadelphia.
One of the F lies.

Hardware, Paint, Etc.
Atlas Ready-Mixed Paint, $1.40 Per Gal.

p R I V A T E SA L E O F

s

If. I . Benjamin & Co.,

W illiam P. Y oung,
Of POTTSTOWN. Subject to Republican ruless.
j p O R C L E R K O F COURTS,

All Kinds of Carriages and Busi
ness Wagons Built to Order

D. A. S h iffert,
OF POTTSTOWN.
rules.

Subject to Republican

mHE

Iu the Latest and Tastiest Designs ; nothing but
first-class material used.

ARCOLA CIDER MILLS

- Repairing of All Kinds -

Will be in operation on Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday of each week* until further notice.
Apples thoroughly ground and pressed.
lOau.
_____________ H. T. PLUSH.

Will Receive Prompt and Careful Attention.

It

W ill

PA IN T IN G & V A R N ISH IN G

Pay

At Lowest Gash Prices.

THOSE WHO ARE IN NEED OF

RSINUS
COLLEGE
C O LL E G E V ILLE , M O N TG O M ER Y G O ., P A .

Plows, Springtooth Harrows, Culti
vators, Rollers, Grain Drills, and
all kinds of Farming Implements,
To examine our stock before purchasing else
where.
The FARMER’S FAVORITE and BUCKEYE
GRAIN DRILL have no equal. Both are posi
tive force feed fertilizers. We have always on
hand the Celebrated Tygert’s Phosphates, M. L.
Shoemaker’s <fe C'-*., Lmtd, of Philadelphia, Pa.,
and the Horse Shoe Brand of Chicago.

Classical, Scientific, Literary, and Theological
courses. Limited elective system. Both sexes.
New recitation hall and chapel. Library, labo
ratory, steam heat, sanitary drainage.
URSINUS ACADEMY
for college,
business, teaching. E xpenses: $120,$140,$160,
and $180 for 40 weeks in College or Academy.
Opens Sept. 4,1893.
es Free.
or rent i

F A Cottage, seven-rooms, in excellent ol
der, near Collegeville. Apply at

We Have Constantly on Hand
THIS OFFICE.
Light Carriages, Surreys, Road Wagons, Road
Carts, Sulkeyetts, Express and Heavy Wagons,
OR RENTI
Farm and Contractor’s Carts, of the best manu
A Bringhurst House at Collegeville.
facture for quality and finish.
FRANK M. HOBSON, Trustee.
In connection, we are dealers in General
Hardware, Stoves, Housefurnisbing Goods,
o st.
Pumps, Wind Engines, Glass, Paints, Oils, En
Saturday, August 26, between I. Brad
gine Grease, Headlight and Lubricating Oils.
ford’s place, Collegeville, and Ironbridge, a
pocket-book containing some money. The
Tin-Roofing and Plumbing a Specialty. shell
please report and receive reward at
Also Albestos Roofing. Last but not least, the Under willTHE
EAGLE HOTEL, Ironbridge.
Celebrated Sunbeam and Western Washing Ma
chines, which have no equal for clean work.
ANTED.
Give us a call and be convinced.
Salesmen, to sell our choice and hardy
STORE : No. 77 North Main St., Spring City.
BRANCH STORE : Latshaw’s Hall, Royersford. nursery stock. Many special varieties to offer
both in fruits and ornamentals, and controlled
only by ns. We pay commission or salary, give
exclusive territory and pay weekly. Write us
at once and secure choice territory.

F

L

W

The Mowrey-Latshaw Hardware Co,

R A IL R O A D S.

Department of Agriculture. cows ; he can tell by looking at them.

PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.

He just sells the fat ones and keeps the
thin ones. Quite often this is the stan
dard by which cows are judged : the
thinner they are when giving milk the
better dairy cows they are considered.
There is of course, some reason for
this. We know that a cow that uses
her food to put flesh on her back, in
stead of putting milk and fat into the
pail, is not the most profitable cow for
the dairy. But to jump to the conclu
sion that because a cow is poor in flesh
she must of necessity be a good dairj’
cow is drawing a conclusion that is not
justified by facts.
There are some beef cows that will
eat a good ration every da)' and keep
in just fairly good condition, while
there are others in the same herd that
on the same feed keep their ribs and
backs nicely covered with flesh. The
latter are good feeders and the former
poor feeders. The latter have the ability
to make better use of their feed than
the former ; the)' have feeding quality.
It is just the same with dairy cows,
some are good feeders and some are
poor feeders. Some keep thin in flesh
because they are using the greater part
of their food to make milk and fat while
others stay in poor flesh simply because
they have not the natural feeding qual
ity to assimilate and digest their food.
It is folly to judge of the dairy qual
ities of a cow by the amount of flesh
she carries. There is but one accurate
way to determine the value of a cow
for the dairy, and that is to ascertain
the number of pounds of butter fat she
yeilds in a year from a given amount
of feed.
The cow that yields the greatest am
ount of butter fat per year for the least
cost per pound is the most valuable
cow for the dairyman, and it does not
matter whether she keeps fat enough
for the butcher or so thin that
her ribs can be counted. It does not
matter whether she weighs five hun
dred pounds or a ton ; whether she has
the beef form or the so-called dairy
form ; whether she is black or white,
spotted or fawn colored, red or brin
dled. Performance is the only reliable
standard.—Rocky Mountain Husband
man.

HAS THE
UNITED STATES
REACHED THE LIMIT OF
WHEAT PRODUCTION ?
YOR PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS SOUTH.
There is a strong possibility that
Milk.......................................................6.37 a. m.
Accommodation....................................*.03 a. m.
Market.................................................13.56 p. m. wheat production in the United States
A ccom odation .................................... 4.11 p. m. has reached the zenith, and from this
FOB ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NORTH AND WEST. out there will be a gradual decline in
Mall.......................................................7.38 a.m . the wheat-raising areas. During the
Accomodation..................................... T9.06 a. m. ten years ending with 1889 the wheat
Market.................................................. 3.30 p. m.
Accommodation..................................5.46 p. m. bearing area of the North Atlantic
States, Maine to Alaryland, declined 18
SUNDATS—SOUTH.
Milk...................................................... 6.36 a. m. per cent, every acre of the diverted
Accomodation...................-................. 4.30 p. m. wheat-growing fields being employed
NORTH.
in growing crops that are more profit
Accommodation.................................... 7.54 a. m.
Milk.......................................................5.87 p. m. able, because such crops are required
for local use, and are not so readily or
cheaply
transported as the displaced
PHILADELPHIA AND READING R. R.
grain. In the lake gronp, Ohio, Mich
SHORT AND DIRECT ROUTE TO PHILADELPHIA,
igan, Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin,
NEW TORK, NEW ENGLAND, THE
SOUTH AND WEST.
which held the first place in wheat
growing from about 1855 to 1882, the
On and after May 14, 1893,
decline was even greater, equalling
TRAINS LEAVE COLLEOEVILLE
23.3 per cent. All of these acres can
(Via. Perklomen R. R., connecting at Perki- be readily traced to the meadows, oat
omen Junction) as follows :
fields and new pastures rendered neces
F ob P h ila delphia —week days, 6.37, 8.08,
a. m., 13.56, 4.11, p. m. Sundays, 6.36, a. m., sary by the growth of the town popu
4.30, p. m.
lations, whose requirements for beef,
F or N ew Tore—weeks days, 6.37, 8.03, a.
mutton,
dairy products and the service
m., 13.56,4.11, p.m. Sunday,6.36,a.m. 4.30p.m.
of
draught
and pleasure animals could
F ob P h obn ix ville , P ottstown and R ead 
ing—week days, 8.03, a. m., 13.56,4.11, p. m. be met in no other way, according to a
Sundays, 6.36, a. m ., 4.30 p. m.
Canadian newspaper.
Trains for Baltimore, Washington, the South
That it should he necessary to devote
and West, via. B. &. O. R. R., leave Maiket and
13th Street Station, (P. & R. R. R.,) at 3.45,
all the new acreage of these states to
7.55,11.36, a. m., 3.58, 5 47, 7.33, 8.35, p. m.
forage crops, and then divert to such
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
products part of the corn area and 23
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street Wharf and
per cent, of the wheat fields within ten
South Street Wharf,
years
shows how very rapidly the home
FOR ATLANTIC CITY.
requirements increase, and how fast the
Week days—Express, 8 00, 9.00,10 45 a. m.,
(Saturdays, 1.30,) 3.00, 3.00, 4.00, 4.30, 5.15 acreage devoted to growth of grain for
p. m. Excursion, 7.00 a, m. Accommodation exportation is being trenched upon in
8.00 a. m., 4.30, 5.45 p. m.
Sundays—Express, 7.80, 8.00, 8.30, 9.00,10 00 states that were but yesterday the gran
a.m., 4.30 p. m. Accommodation, 8.00 a. m.
ary of the continent. The southern
and 4.45 p. m.
RETURNING, LEAVE ATLANTIC CITY
states, so well adapted to cotton culture,
Depot, corner of Atlantic and Arkansas Ave and producing hut minimum crops of
nues :
Week days—Express, (Mondays, only 6.45) grain, have, since 1880, converted more
7.00, 7.35, 9.30 a. m., and 8.15, 4.00, 5.30 than a million acres of wheat lands into
7.30. 9.30 p. m. Accommodation, 5 50, 8.10
a. m., and 4.30 p. m. Excursion, from foot of cotton fields.
Mississippi avenue only, 6.00 p. m.
From 1869 1879 the wheat area of the
Sundays—Express, 8.00, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00, 6.80,
7.00, 7.30, 8.00 and 9.30 p.m . Accommodation United States increased from 19,181,7.30 a. m. and 5.05 p. m.
000 acres to 35,430,000, or some 16,200,C. G. HANCOCK,
000 acres ; the additions averaging 1,I* A. SWEIGARD,
Gen. Pass. Ag’t.
General Superintendent.
630,000 acres per annum. The rate of
increase slackened after 1879, but it
THE LEADING PLEASURE RESORT IN was such as to add another 4,000,000
EASTE R N PENNSYLVANIA.
acres in the five years ending with 1884,
in which year the area reached its max
SNAKE IN A HORSE’S EYE.
imum at 39,476,000 acres. By this time
A New York daily gives an account
however, the arable portion of the pub of an interesting surgical experiment
lic domain had, except in Oregon, recently performed near that city at
Washington and the Dakotas, been very Sheepshead Bay, Lodg Island. A
OSIT The People’s Pleasure thoroughly appropriated; and in conse horse belonging to a butcher of that
quence, additions to the wheat area place was troubled with a film over
Resort,
ceased, and reduction began or was one eye, and had also became nervous
Is continually growing in popular favor. It is continued elsewhere than in Minnesota,
and intractable. Dr. Shepard, a wellbecause numerous attractions please the
Kansas, Oregon, Washington and known veterinary surgeon, was called
people. That’s why.
The following figures show how it has been the Dakotas.
in, and, after washing the eye with a
growing in public favor :
From 1878 the conversion of wheal* lotion which removed the film, noticed
1890............................................................15,000 lands to other uses had been very active a small live object wriggling about in
1891
................................. . ...............58,000
1893............................................................ 78,000 in the lake states, and soon after became the pupil.
He recognized it as a case
very general in all the states east of the of “snake in the eye,” a disease very
Books now open for engagements. Secure
your days early, as the best days go quick. Mississippi, as well as in Iowa, Mis rare in this country, hut common in
New attractions for this season. Large and souri and Nebraska. Not a single group
India and other hot climates. Al
handsome buildings. Address, for particulars,
&c.,
had as great an area under wheat in though Dr. Shepard had never con
1889 as in 1884, although the enormous ducted a similar operation before, he
additions to the area in Kansas and the bad seen three previous cases, and he
Oakview Park,
Norristown, Pa. Dakotas enabled the Missouri Valley
decided to attempt to remove the
Parties desiring dates can secure the same States to get off with a small loss.
snake. The horse was cast, and tied
by calling at this office.
Even this loss, small as it is, is astound so that he could not move, and an in
ing in view of the great additions made cision was made in the eye at the
in three of the seven states. The re lower angle. A silver hook, shaped
ductions made in Iowa, Nebraska and like a button hook, was then inserted
Missouri aggregate no less than 3,560,- in the cut, the hook part being placed
Collegeville, Pa.,
000 acres.
in the aqueous humor where the snake
Since the census year, reduction has was revolving. Several vain attempts
DEALERS IN
continued in all the states east and were made to hook the snake, hut at
White and Yellow Pine, and ffemlock
south of Minnesota, Nebraska and length it was hooked near the middle
Kansas, with the possible exceptions of and pulled out. It was so active that
LUM BER,
Delaware, North Carolina and Texas ; it was with difficulty held in the hand.
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
and the annual losses from such con It measured 3^ inches in length, and
SH IN G LES, split and sawed.
versions have, in all this region, been its body was no thicker than a horse
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CH ESTN U T as great as in the preceding five years. hair, and was white in color. The
In the absence of material from which snake has been preserved in alcohol,
RAILS.
to make new farms in any considerable and has been placed in a medical
L e h ig h and S ch u y lk ill numbers, it has been possible to offset museum. The technical name for the
the losses since 1889 only by the con disease is filaria ocuii.
version of more than 2,000,000 acres of
the corn lands of Kansas into wheat
One of our experiment stations has
fields. The corn area of the country been figuring on the exact cost of
being now beficent, the diversion of growing an acre of hay or grain. That
corn fields to wheat growing is no is all very well as far as it goes, but it
longer practicable if we are to continue does not go very far in the way of
the exportation of animals and animal practical help to others. What every
C O A L . - - CO AL. products on anything like the scale of farmer should know is the cost of
recent years. On the contrary, there growing the crop on his own land and
are indications that wheat lands will under his own conditions. This each
be diverted largely to corn grow one must learn for himself.
Corn, B ran , M iddlings, soon
ing, to meet the requirements of annual
OATS, L IN SE E D M EAL,
additions of 1,500,000 to the domestic
If you propose to make the raising
AND CAKE MEAL. population.
of stock of any sort a profitable busi
With wheat fields giving neither ness you must first give attention to
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in more nor less than average yields, the grass culture. There must he not only
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready United States now has the product of
rich meadows and pastures that are
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.
some 6,000,000 acres to send abroad, good in Spring and early Summer, but
and as each unit added to the popula these latter must be seeded with such
tion yearly requires the product of .413 a variety of grasses that they will
COLLEGEVILLE
of an acre under wheat, the acreage yield fresh herbage throughout the
OLLER
ILLS! employed in growing wheat for exporta season.
OLLER
ILLS! tion will diminish by more than 600,000 acres per annum, unless, as seems
The worst idea that a farmer can
wholly impracticable, the United States get into his head is that he needs
FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES
is able to add materially to the wheat- more land. We have seen a good
producing area.
many farms, but seldom one where
On the other hand, should the wheat more labor coaid not be better em
area continue to be diverted to other ployed than more land.
Our Own Make and Western. E x products at no greater rate than obtain
ed between 1884 and 1889, the 6,000,000
cellent Grade.
A Respected Guest.
acres now employed in growing wheat All the Members o f the Family Unite
for exportation, will be absorbed at the In praising Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Rem
rate of 1,800,000 acres per annum by edy. It is our family medicine now, thus writes
lady from First Avenue, New York City.
the wheat requirements of the added aFavorite
Remedy was first prodneed in our
population, and such necessary family when I was suffering untold agony and
—AND—
misery from gall stones, nothing I took helped
diversions made necessary by such me. One day my brother brought home a bot
tle
of Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy,
an exhaustion of the arable lands made
at Roundout, N. Y., and it permanently
as precludes the annual addition of the cared me. My husband is an ice man and was
troubled with pains in his back, was so lame he
4,500,000, new acres required to furnish could
hardly move at times. He used Favorite
OUR OWN MAKE.
food, forage and fibre for each year’s Remedy, the pain disappeared, and six doses
cured him. Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy is
addition to the population. As there the only medicine that affords a speedy relief
permanent care for such affections, for it
are no more Dakotas to add, with the and
dissolves and causes the expulsion of gravel and
aid of Kansas, 6,500,000, to the wheat stone from the kidneys vnd bladder. If you
A Full Stock o f all Other Kinds area, as happened in the last eight years have pain in your back, if yonr urine is dark
colored, painful or irregular, do not delay for a
o f Feed.
to replace the acres diverted to other single day, but take Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite
Remedy, which will stop the progress, and cure
products in the older states, such a the disease that is forming.
Highest Cash Prices Paid for W heat
result is altogether probable.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville station as
follows :

Oak View P a rk !

FARMERS,

-FO R

1

t

RYE F E E D !

CORN BRAN.
at all Times.

P A IS T
COLLEGEVILLE,

BRO
-¡-

WHICH IS THE BEST COW ?
Every once in a while some dairy
S .,
man remarks that he does not need a
PENNA. tesf to tell hitu which are tfee best dairy

\r O R R I S T O W N H E R A L D BO O H
B IN D E R Y . Binding, Job Ruling, Per
forating, Paging, Numbering, Blank Books for
Banks and Business Houses, given special atten
tion. Magazines bound and and repairing done
quickly and cheaply. Estimates cheerfully
furnished. Address, MORGAN R. WILLS,
Proprietor,
Slmr,

I would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish

P L A IN A N D A R T I S T I C D E S IG N S,

Matter, and Lusting.

ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK

—GO TO—

The Analysis of RAW BONE PHOSPHATE by
the State Chemist Proves that in Soluable
Phosphoric Acid, .Potash, and Am
monia, it takes the very High-----est Rank.-----

AT REASONABLE PRICES.

H. L, SAYLOR,

Monum ents and T ombstones , of Italian or

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

American Marble or Granite, in the
finest and latest designs.

G a lv a n ized - R ailin gs,

All work guaranteed and prices the lowest; call and be convinced.

T R I N L E Y ’S $25.00

i t t

R0YERSF0RD, Mont. Co., Pa.

MARBLE OR CRANITE,

They are Honestly Made from Animal

Earàe Bone Ptaphate

!

ACTS QUICKLY, AND HAS GIVEN UNI-

Retailed at Wholesale Prices.

VERSAL SATISFACTION.

HATS!

T h e leading: F A L L S T Y L E S now ready.

I have been selling these fertilizers for several
seasons, and all who have used them have been
well pleased with the results obtained both in
grain and grass. Trinley's Phosphates are al
ways reliable.

I am positively th e only H a t M an u factu rer in Norristown, a n d
carry a larg e v ariety o f th e leading styles of soft and stiff h a ts in
black and brown colors a t from $1.60 to $2.60. These ftre-not cheap
auction goods, b u t all of my own m ake. I defy th e com petition,
q u a lity considered, of any dealer in tl*is town.

F. P. F A M G E R , Agent,

For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
BUILDINGS, S T E P S , SIL L S, ETC ., ETC
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r is e W o rks . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
"Low prices and fair dealings,
RESPECTFULLY,

L. M. L0WNES, h^ m^ i:a.c.t .ueee:

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

M ow day’s B uilding, M ain S tre et, Below M ill, N O K B IS T O W N .

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

% LEWIS E. GRIFFIN, %

J O H N S. K E P L E R ,

No other firm ever did or ever w ill sell perfect goods
at as low prices as Weitzenkorns.

(Successor to F. B. Rushong,)

PORT P R O V ID E N C E , P A „
—AGENT FOR—

W e will
positively carry
nothing over

Ammoniated Bone!

Trappe, Montgomery Go., Pa.

There are gtiU sUcksof goods left which
were sent us by our Wilkes-Barre branch,
MANUFACTURED BY THE
which must be disposed of. The prices we have placed upon this clothing must
eventually tempt the shrewdest buyer. A short time yet when these bargains
will be a thing of the past. They cannot last much longer. We propose this
month to prove to the satisfaction of every intelligent person that it is folly to
invest in inferior clothing when there’s a house capable of selling the best at
prices no other dealer can hope to meet. The early looker will have the advan
The AMMONIATED BONE SUPER-PHOS tage of best selection, and every looker will he a buyer.

Maryland Fertilizing Company

PHATE is one of the best Fertilizers in the
market ; its quality is high and it does not lose
its strength by being kept on hand ; it contains
IM A ^ G rU sT E
all the elements necessary for a complete ma
Men’s
Suits,
nearly all wool, at $4.00, worth
nnre, essential to the full development of straw
$ 8 . 00 .
and grain and grass.
I have handled these fertilizers three years Men’s all wool Suits, were $9 and $10, now $5.
with very satisfactory results. Prices, from $33 Men’s all wool Suits, can be worn the year
round, $6.90, former price $10.
to $36 per ton.

THE

JO I n
TES

With Stock Proof Lock.

Men’s double breasted all wool Homespun
Suits, former price $13, now go for $6.90
Men’s Suit’s, guaranteed to be worth fully $14,
now go for $8.90.
Men’s very fine double and single breasted
Suite, all shades, formerly sold at $13, $13 and
$14, all go at $9.89.
Men’s extra fine black Worsted Suits, worth
fully $14, now go at $9.90.

Boy’s all wool Suits, formerly $8.50, will go
at $5.

ta in in All Its Brandies
WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
Coffins and Caskets of all descriptions on hand
and furnished at short notice. Chairs furnished
for use at funerals free of charge. I will use
every effort to give satisfaction and conduct the
business the same as was done by my predecessor.
|^~ W ill meet trains at Collegeville, Royersford, and Spring City.
fS T Telegraph Office—Collegeville, Pa.

PANTS! PANTS!

COLLEGEVILLE

Your choice of Pants, formerly sold at $3.50
and $4, all go for $2.50.

B A K E R Y !1

THIISTK OF IT
We will sell Denim Overalls, with and without
aprons, at 39c.
Children’s Knee Pants go at 10c. a pair.
Very fine Children’s Shirt Waists go at 19e.
Children’s nearly all wool Knee Pants will go
at 39c., former price 50c.
Boy’s Summer Blazers go at 38c., former price
87c.

JOHN T. KEYSER, Prop’r.
-----Z F IF t E S IE - I-----

BREAD,
ROLLS,
—&C., &C.,—

& SONS,
Neat, Strong, Durable and Cheap ! A.TheWEITZENKORN
Largest and Squarest Clothier’s in Interior Pennsylvania.
Tbi6 Fence is unexcelled for farm purposes ;
it includes the only climp and clamp in exist
ence ; expansion and contraction under com
plete control of the lock; it requires but few
posts ; having strength, without much surface,
it is not affected by severe winds or snow storms;
it will save ten feet in width of the ground now
occupied by rail fence—this will save four acres
of ground on every hundred acres now fenced
with rails. Upon careful examination every
farmer Will want it. We will wire up this fence
for from 40 to 50 cents per rod. Address or call
on the undersigned for descriptive circulars and
further information.
JAMES G. DETWILER,
A. J. ASHENFELTER,
Montg. Co.
Y eb k es , P a .

141 & 143 High Street,

B e e f , V eal

and

Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.
13jan.
J. A. JOHNSON.

order. W e can supply you with ju st what you want,
guarantee you satisfaction, and give you full worth of
your money. W e have placed a number of Steam
Heaters and in every instance our work has proved
satisfactory. Call on or address

Fresh and
Smoked Meats

Springbrook Stock Farm.

A FULL SUPPLY OF

—AND—

B OL Ot t NAS
Always on hand.

in season.

after eating a hearty meal, and the
Tesult is a chronic case of Indiges
tion, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Dyspepsia, or a bilious attack.

I desire to call the especial attention of breeds
ers to the fact that considering blood, style,
coats, color and size and pri^e of servic-*, I am
offering as much as much as can be found any
where. The following Stallions will stand for
the season :
ADMINISTRATOR, JR., Kentucky bred, 16
hands high, glossy bay, black points, weighs
1250 in stud condition.
ABDALLAH WILKES, by Simmons, he by
George Wilkes. He is a black horse, cobby
built, weighs about 1100. A first prize winner
at two Fairs.
MAY BOY, brother to May Day, 2:27^, sired
by Dominion, be by Red Wilkes. This young
bay horse is unusually promising.
Full pedigrees of each horse furnished upon
application.
C harges : From $5 to $20. Don't allow these
low charges to mislead you. My especial aim i6
to furnish fine horse qualities at extremely low
figures.
I will take special pains in showing stock and
in giviog full and correct particulars.

JO H N G. F E T T E R O L F ,
YERKES, PA.

^¡¡H ^If you have anythinq to sell,
advertise it in the Independent,

SAMUEL GOULDY.

CAVEATS,
TRADE M ARKS,
D E S IG N P A T E N T S ,
C O P Y R IG H T S , e tc .
For information and free Handbook write to
MUNN * CO., 361 Broadw ay , New York .
Oldest bureau for securing patents in America.
Every patent taken out by us is brought before
th e public by a notice given free of charge in th e

RIPHNS TABULES
P ro m o te D ig e s tio n , R e g u la te th e
S to m a ch , L iv e r a n d B o w e ls, P u rify
t h e B lo o d , and are a P o sitiv e Cure for
C o n stip a tio n , S ic k H e a d a c h e , BIN
io u sn e s s, and all other Diseases arising
from a disordered condition of the Liver and
Stomach. They act gently yet promptly, and
perfect digestion follows their use.
Ripans Tabules take the place of an E n tire
M e d i c i n e C h e s t , and
should be kept for use in
every family.

J i k u t i f i f JA tn m n w

Largest circulation o f any scientific paper in th e
world.. Splendidly illustrated. No intelligent
man should be without It. Weekly. $ 3 .0 0 a
year; $1.50 six months. Address MUNN & COpu b l ish e r s , 3 6 1 Broadway, New York Citv.

S O L D BY D R U G G I ST S
EVERYW HERE.

W . L. D O U G L A S
S 3 SHOE no'VWtp.
Do you wear them7 When next In need try a pair.

T

FRAZER g r e a I e

AND SCRAPPLE

Favor me with your orders.

Your Stomach
DistressesYou

SEASON 01 m

13ap

M utton.

Collegeville Meat Store

W o rld ’s F air

ÇOLLEGEVILLE, PA.

AND DEALER IN THE BEST

If you do, you are heading directly to
wards OUr line of business, and we want your

O FA R M E R S AND STO CK
R A I S E R S ! — ABDALLAH
teed to cure you. Price 60eta. Injector Ire»
WILKES will stand for the season at
the residence of the undersigned, near
the Montgomery Almshouse.
ABDALLAH WILKES was sired by Sim
mons, No. 1478, 3-year-old race record 2.28,
third h e a t; a full brother to Rosa Wilkes, race
record 2.17 ; Simmons is the sire of 30 in the
2.80 list and of 4 in the 2.14 list race records ; he
by George Wilkes, race record 2.22 ; he by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, No. 10. First dam, Lucy
^ virieier
Talbot,
3-yeer-old race record 2 35 ; public trial
-CSJBt O O D
in 2.26—by Parson's Abdallah ; he by Alexan
der's Abdallah No. 15.- Second dam by Cassius
r u R E S C o n s t i p a t -i o n
M. Clay, Jr., No. 22, sire of 30 in the 2.30 list.
^ p. I N D I G E S T I O N , D I Z Z I N E S S .
Third dam by American Star, also 6ire of 30 in
E r u pt io n s o n t h e s k i n .
the
2.30 list. Third dam by Imported Boston,
d e a u t if ie s / C o m p l e x i o n .
thoroughbred.
v50t F0B_AiCASelTWILLi-jNOTCURC.
Individually, Abdallah Wilkes, is a beautiful
An agreeable Laxative and NERVE TONIC.
black horse, 15 hands and 2% inches high, kind
Sold by Druggists or sent by mall. 25c.. 60c.,
and gentle in all harness. In shape, general
and $1.00 per package. Samples free.
build, and style, be is the peer of any stallion in
V A The Favorite TOOTH POW
EIB
Montgomery or Chester counties, and with but
J B .W R w for the Teeth and Breath,250.
little handling has shown a fast trotting gait.
At the Pottstown Fair he took second premium
a yearling in a class of 16 ; as a two-year-old
A R E Y O U G O I N G as
he was not shown ; as a three-year-old he took
first
premium in a class of 21 ; as a four-year— TO THE—
old he took first premium in a class of 18 of all
ages.
T erms
$20 for the season, with the privi
lege of returning. The same owner breeding
two mares will be charged $35. J3F“Tlie party
getting the first colt from Abdallah Wilkes to
It is estimated that 15,000,000 people will visit trot a mile in 2.30, or pace a mile in 2.25, will
the Fair. The question is, how shall so many be receive a premium of $250, and the second, $125.
accommodated without being unreasonably
M. P. ANDERSON.
charged for accommodations ? The Chicago
Renting Agency, a reliable Company, is issuing
certificates to visitors for lodging quarters at
the cheapest possible rates for good accommo
dations.
I have taken the agency to represent them in
Montgomery county and will furuish any num
ber of certificates. Rates will be from $1.00,
BEST IX T H E W ORLD.
I ts wearing qualities are unsurpassed, actually
$1.50 to $2.00 for best accommodations. Anyone
o
u
tlasting
tw o boxes of an y other brand. Nos
wishing a certificate can get one by calling on
effected by heat. E T G E T T H E G E N U IN E .
me or addressing me at Collegeville. Each
FOB
SALE
BYDEALER8 GENERALLY. t W
certificate will be issued for 50 Cents, which
amount will be accepted in part payment of
Lodging.

F . P. F A R IN G E R ,

B U T C H E R

ISnoly

PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.

.CATARRH
■ ____ remedy :
-lave you Catarrh ? This remedy is guaran

J. A. JOHNSON,

PORK AND 8AUSAGE

W . E JO H NSO N,

Kctfc,
SOcts., and
$1.00 per Bottle.'
Cures Coughs, Hbzrwnaw, Sore Throat.
Croup promptly; relieves Whooping Cough
sad Asthma. For Consumption it has no
rival: has cured thousands where all others
failed; will cuna you If taken intime. Sold
by Druggists on a guarantee. For Lame Back
or Chest, use SHILOH’S p i a s t e r . 2&ota.

Ice Cream,
Different flavors, during the Season.
Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

The Roberts Machine Company, Collegeville, Pa.

New and Second-hand harness always on
hand. Fair Leather saddles from $4.00 up, and
bridles to match from $1.50 up. Open bridles,
all round, $2 00 up

CUREi
•
THAT

Pottstown, Pa.

The Superiority of STEAM in comparison with
the OLD M ETH O D S O F H E A T IN G cannot be ques
tioned, for twice as much heat can be obtained from the
same amount of fuel than can be had from the old way
of stove heating. Then another very important con
sideration is that all the dust and dirt, incident to burn
ing coal, can be confined to a portion of the cellar in
stead of floating about all the rooms in the house.
Steam H eating has come to stay. Do you wish to
secure its advantages 1

The Largest Assortment of Whips of any shop
in the county to select from.

All the leading brands of cigar* and tobacco
always on band ; box trade a specialty ; any
kind and price from 50 cts.per box of fifty, up.

-

E VER Y MORNING

STEAM -:- HEATING !

A Fine Lot of Summer Dusters, Horse Sheets,
Coolers and Nets—all kinds at the right prices.

F L O U R ,

fW H E A T B O T

MARBLE WORKS

—IN—

ristock & Yanderslice, <

M

E N T E R P R IS E

C em etery W o rk ,

----- BUY-

H. R. RITTENHOUSE,

R

-Y O U R

Best in the world.

$5.00.
S400J

00
$2.50
#2.00
F0K LADIES
# 2.00
#1.75

FOR BOYS

* 1 .7 5

If you want a fine DRESS SHOE) made In the latest
styles, don’t pay $6 to $8, try my $3, $3.50, $4.00or
$5 Shoo, They fit equal to custom made and look and
wear as well. If you wish to economize Inyourfootwear,
do so by purchasing W. L, Douglas Shoes, Name and
price stamped on the bottom, look for It when you buy,
W . L . DO U G LA S, B r o c k to n , K a n * . Sold by

H. H. ROBISON,
13oc3m.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Raw Rone Manures for
Potatoes, Corn, Oats, Wheat,
Buckwheat, Rye, Pasture
Lands, etc.
The value of finely ground bone as an excellent
and most desirable fertilizer Is not questioned.
B a u g h & S ons C om pany o f P h ila d e lp h ia
were the original manufacturers of Raw Bone
Manures. The well known excellence of their
brands, which have been constantly before the
farming world from the first day they were intro
duced in 1855, is sufficient w ananty of their agri
cultural value.
The figures given below are not the selling prices
of B a u g h ’s R a w B one M a n u re s , t u t Official
Commercial Values for the year 1892 based upon
Analyses made by the Penna. State Board of Agri
culture—the selling prices 1. o. b. FhUadflnhia, are
several dollars per ton lower than the fo l '•wing
AGRICULTURAL STATION V ALU A'. IONS:
Pure Raw Bone Meal...................
$41.71 ^r ten.
Pure Dissolved Bones........................ 39.01 “
Special Potato Manure (10 to 11#
Actual P otash)........................
85.23 **
Double Eagle Phosphate................... 30.29 ’*
Animal Bone |25 Phosphate............ 29.93
Also: High Grade Acid Phosphate.. 23.23 *
All the foregoing are valuations made a the
Agricultural Station prices by the State Offi ials.
Baugh's selling prices are very low. S end for
sam p les and p rices.
The reputation of B au gh ’s R a w B one M a
n u r e s , their long standing, high commeicial
values and extensive use should carry much
weight with thoughtful farmers who are looking
about for the best class of fertilizers In which to
place their money. See your Dealer, or Address

BAUGH & S O N S COM PANY,
work.

MANUFACTURERS—orrlcr,

Foot of Morris to Moore Sts.,

P

A

T

E

N

T
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Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat
ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEES.
Onr office is opposite the U. 8. Patent Office,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
hence can transact patent business In less time
and at less cost than those remote from Wash
ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent Is secured.
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer
ences to actual clients in yonr 8tate, county, or
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
14oc) Opposite Patent Office. Washington. T>. C.

20 S. Delaware Ave.,

P H IL A D E L P H IA .
FOJR SALE BT
A N D R E W E R V IN , H untingdon %witoy.
W . E . E R V IN , Som erton.
W IL L IA M H A L L O W E L L , H u tb oro.
F . D . H A R T Z E L L ’S SONS, ( ’bailout.
JO H N J . W H IT E , L an sd a le.
I . R . R O S E N B E R G E R & B R O ., Colm ar.
R O T Z E L L & R A I K E , D o y lesto w n .
S E T H L U K E N S , North W a les.
JO H N D . & W M . M . SO V D E R , T elford .
H E N R Y G . K U L P dk CO., P o ttsto w n .
G R IST O C K <fc V A N D E R SL IC E ,
C o fleg ev llle.
JO S. C C R A W F O R D , Conshohocken.
ISAAC B . CORNMAN, M erlon Square.
S U P P L E E B R O S. & CO., R o sem o n t.
D IL L IN & SON, Ardm ore.
CaIA S. DICK INSO N & B R O ., A rdm ore.

LD H O RSES an d HEAD H O RSES
!
ard COWS will he removed by the under
The most desirable Building Lot In Col- signed upon request. Higest price paid for
legevUIo—on Broadway, Apply to
worn-out-horses, THEO. M. CASSELBERRY.
E, S, MOSER, this office.
L o w e r P r o v id e n c e , P a .
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